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The most effective catalyst for school transformation is a strategic disruption.

Executive Summary
Our team spent the last four years embedded in a unique, innovative, roller-coaster of an experience
called the Math Pipeline Readiness Project (M-PReP). We knew the project would be complicated given the
lofty goal to create systemic alignments across three of the largest education systems in the nation: the
California Department of Education, California’s Community Colleges, and the California State University. A
project scope of over four years almost guaranteed the challenges one would expect such as changes in
leadership and competing initiatives. In hindsight, there were plenty of those. What we did not anticipate
was the bombardment of major policy changes in college readiness from every sector, schools grappling
with student safety initiatives from an increase in gun violence, and a worldwide pandemic closing all
campuses. Our team looked ahead at every turn to anticipate the college readiness and success needs of
students and the professional learning needs of faculty, counselors, and administrators. A huge thank you
to the Michael and Susan Dell Foundation for allowing us to reallocate funding to meet these needs,
especially the major shift to support the pivot to remote instruction in the spring of 2020.
In the end, our team learned more about school transformation, K-16 alignment, math education, and
remote instruction during M-PReP than is possible to contain in this report. Over the last four years we
gained critical insight into the ways that disruption can catalyze positive transformation when coupled with
a strategic response versus chaotic reaction.
In preparation for this report, we focused on the most impactful lessons learned and information and
resources that could be most useful for teachers, counselors, and administrators working to improve
students’ college outcomes through systemic alignment.

The first set of findings and lessons learned are from strategic components of the project:
Dual Enrollment Bridge (DE-Bridge) Programs are a Catalyst for College Math Success and School
Transformation
82% (N=1,506) of DE-Bridge students passed a transfer-level college math course with a grade of C- or
higher. We have been able to obtain college course-level data for 284 DE-Bridge alumni who graduated
high school in 2018, 2019, or 2020 and enrolled in a subsequent math course while in college. Of these
alumni, 77% (n = 284) passed a college-level math course with a grade of C- or higher.
DE-Bridge Statistics may open the door to future STEM degrees. Although the students who enrolled in
DE-Bridge Statistics were not initially interested in pursuing STEM majors, we found that their academic and
career goals often changed by the time they applied to college. Nearly 20% of students who took DEBridge Statistics “crossed over” to a STEM major in college. This shows the power of a positive math
experience on students’ potential career paths. The math course-taking patterns for students who had
previously self-selected as STEM and Non-STEM were similar, as were the pass rates. Further, the Calculus
pass rates for both sets of students was similar.
A transformation of the high school math program occurred organically as an unintended consequence
of providing DE-Bridge courses. The need to make room for new classes without adding teachers or
students to the school led to changes in the overall math curriculum and subsequent better alignment of
the curriculum to the state math test and college-level math. This transformation provided the opportunity
for students who were not previously on an accelerated math track to experience the challenge of a
college-level math course in high school, leading to better college outcomes.
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Grading Communities of Practice are Transformative for Teachers and Students
Grading Communities of Practice served as critical tools for catalyzing and implementing transformative
educational change that resulted in alignment of high school math programs with state math tests and
college math curricula. This new alignment was sparked among high school teachers, high school
counselors, and college professors by the CoPs’ use of relationship building and peer collaborations that
produced important pedagogical practices. They even inspired teachers to use data to motivate stronger
performances from their students, resulting in improved math readiness.
The College Transition Bridge (CT-Bridge) Curriculum

“The most helpful thing I learned was what was expected of me throughout college and how to be
able to graduate within four years.” – M-PReP Student
CT-Bridge prepares students for a successful transition to college, maximizing their likelihood of
persistence and completion. CT-Bridge directly prepares students for successful matriculation to their
college of choice by educating them about what resources are available and how to utilize them while also
helping students understand how to identify and overcome any barriers that could interfere with their
progress towards college graduation. 84% of students responding to surveys have used college
academic resources, and 59% have used other college resources, contributing to a high rate of
persistence, even during the challenges presented by remote learning during COVID.

Addition lessons were learned from external disruptions that forced transformation on the alignment work.
Conflicting Policies and Metrics Make it Impossible for Students to Determine if They Are Prepared for
College.
While M-PReP was designed to improve students’ college readiness, this has proven to be an enormously
challenging task simply because, in the state of California, there is no single definition of “college ready”
aligned across all education sectors. It is critical that this changes immediately so that all students know if
they are truly college-ready or if they need further assistance to ensure college success. We ask
policymakers and leaders in the CDE, CCC, and CSU systems to develop common definitions and metrics
for college readiness so students can determine if they are academically prepared and K-12 teachers can
support them on their journey.
Positive Practices from the Online Pivot Should Inform the Future of Distance Learning.
Our general conclusions based on the data we gathered was that the remote pivot and experiences of the
academic year 2020-2021 were stressful for most students and teachers due to their social separation from
each other and their peers. However, in terms of student learning, approximately three-fourths of students
reported that their remote learning experience was generally good. Of the students in grades 6-12 who
completed surveys (4,490 in Fall 2020 and 2,510 in Spring 2021), 20% preferred learning math online to
in-person and would choose this modality in the future if offered. Our report highlights the technologies
students want to keep and their needs for a successful distance learning experience.
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The Numbers

129

TEACHERS

16

SCHOOLS

38

COUNSELORS

19,081

STUDENTS

3

HIGHER ED INSTITUTIONS

The Setting

M-PReP includes urban schools in Greater
Los Angeles and rural schools in California’s
Central Valley.
Participating schools include large
comprehensives, small magnets, and charters
and must serve at least 80% low-income,
minority students.
Schools in the Los Angeles region partnered
with local California State University
campuses; schools in the Central Valley
partnered with a Community College.
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Introduction
Problem Statement
Students face two major roadblocks on their pathway to college graduation: math under-preparation and
the lack of a post-secondary plan. Students who matriculate into college without being fully prepared in
mathematics face a higher probability of dropping out in their first year (Scott-Clayton & Rodriguez, 2015).
Similarly, arriving on a college campus without a cogent strategy hinders students’ progress toward
graduation. This is particularly acute for underrepresented (low-income, minority, and first-generation)
college students, who tend to face multiple barriers simultaneously (Page & Scott-Clayton, 2016). Dropping
out of college exacerbates the cycle of trans-generational poverty by leaving students with educational
loan debt and no degree to show for it. This issue also places California in the challenging position of being
unable to address its workforce development needs. If current trends continue, by 2030 the state will face
a workforce skills gap of close to 1.1 million of the college-educated workers necessary to meet our
economic demands (Johnson, Mejia, & Bohn, 2015).

Project Overview
College Bridge designed the Math Pipeline Readiness Project (M-PReP) to improve college success
outcomes for underrepresented students by:
1)

improving math readiness rates through the vertical alignment of high school math courses and
assessments from grade 9 through college,

2)

providing Dual-Enrollment Bridge (DE-Bridge) courses with support (previously called SLAM) to
underprepared high school seniors, and

3)

supporting high school seniors in the development of a College Transition Bridge (CT-Bridge)
curriculum to support successful progression through college.

The Bridge programs were used as a systemic alignment tool to provide underprepared students a catalyst
for college success. The DE-Bridge Math courses provided alignment between the high school and college
math program. The CT-Bridge curriculum provided students with non-academic support, specifically helping
students learn how to identify and overcome any barriers that could interfere with their progress towards
college completion. At a systemic level, CT-Bridge is aligned to the college admissions, financial aid, and
campus orientation programs. The Bridge programs provided a strategic disruption on the high school
campuses, requiring changes to math course programming and course advising to align to local
colleges.
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All M-PReP work was predicated on Communities of Practice (CoPs) comprised of K-12 math teachers or
counselors working in collaboration with their higher education counterparts to develop, implement, and
evaluate innovative, outcome-based programs. M-PReP was comprised of the following CoPs:

M-PReP Management CoP

Main Activities: Oversee the project; provide technical support, subject matter expertise, and evaluation
data to CoPs; prepare reports for all stakeholders.
Structure: 1 CoP
Principal Investigator
Math

Program Evaluator

Project Manager

Counseling

Mathematics Lead
Rural

Urban

College Counseling
Lead
Rural

Urban

Dual-Enrollment Bridge CoPs (formerly called SLAM CoPs)

Goal: To achieve at least an 80% pass rate for all three dual-enrollment courses.
Main Activities: Professor/teacher teams co-teach the courses on high school campuses during the regular
school day to support collaborative development, implementation, evaluation, and revision of the
curriculum and assessments.
Structure: 3 CoPs
CSU Statistics CoP

Mathematics Lead
CSU Statistics Professors
Co-Teacher from each HS

CSU Pre-Calculus CoP

Mathematics Lead
CSU Pre-Calculus Professors
Co-Teacher from each HS

CCC CoP

Mathematics Lead
CCC Math Professors
Co-Teacher from each HS

Math Department CoPs

Goals: An increase of 5 percentage points in “Ready” and 10 percentage points in “Conditionally Ready”
categories annually in CAASPP scores (EAP Readiness Indicators).
Main Activities: Professional Development for teachers in grades 9-11 to align curricula, instructional
approaches, and assessments to SBAC and dual-enrollment SLAM courses.
Structure: 9 CoPs
Rural (R):

Urban (U):

Math Lead
R-HS #1 Math Dept

Math Lead
R-HS #2 Math Dept

Math Lead
R-HS #3 Math Dept

Math Lead
Math Lead
Math Lead
Math Lead
Math Lead
Math Lead
U-HS #1 Math Dept U-HS #2 Math Dept U-HS #3 Math Dept U-HS #4 Math Dept U-HS #5 Math Dept U-HS #6 Math Dept

College Counseling CoP

Goals: To increase the CSU 4-, 5-, and 6-year graduation rates to 30%, 40%, and 55% respectively and to
increase the CCC 6-year completion (associate degree/certificate) or transfer rate to 75%.
Main Activities: Develop, implement, evaluate, and revise a College Transition Plan for SLAM students.
Structure: 1 CoP
College Counseling Lead
Counselor/Advisor from each CSU
Counselor/Advisor from each CCC
College Counselor from each HS
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Theoretical Framework
M-PReP builds upon two theoretical frameworks: Academic Disjuncture Theory and CollegeReadiness
Indicator Systems (CRIS). Academic Disjuncture Theory postulates that the overarching barrier to college
access and success is “the deeply-embedded chasm that separates K–12 from postsecondary education in
the United States” (Kirst & Usdan, 2009, p.5). A seamless educational pipeline between K-12 schools and
higher education is key to the unfettered progress of students between educational segments. Thus, MPReP works to fuse K-12 and higher education together by bridging the gap between high school teachers
and college professors, supporting them to work collaboratively to properly align high school math classes
with college math courses, thereby decreasing the rate of mathematics remediation needed at the college
level and increasing students’ post-secondary success.
The College Readiness Indicator Systems (CRIS) are valid, reliable, and actionable indicators of three
dimensions of college readiness: academic preparedness, academic tenacity, and college knowledge
(Borsato, Nagaoka, & Foley, 2013; College Readiness Indicator Systems, 2014). This study is predicated
upon the activities, resources, processes, and outcomes at the individual (student), setting (school), and
systemic (inter-segmental partners) levels. Academic preparedness includes content knowledge and skills
as well as cognitive strategies instrumental for student success at college in credit-bearing courses.
Academic tenacity encompasses the underlying beliefs, attitudes, and values that drive student
achievement coupled with behaviors of active participation and perseverance. College knowledge includes
the information, skills, and behaviors that foster college access and success. We gauge M-PReP students’
individual development toward college readiness through their dual-enrollment pass rates, development of
proper study skills, persistence in class, expectations for the future, and college knowledge. On a setting
level, we investigate the instructional coherence and rigor created by the high school-college alignment MPReP supports. Systemically, we uncover and disseminate the best practices for increasing college access
and success for underrepresented students from both urban and rural communities.

Mixed Methods Action Research
M-PReP was a Practice/Research partnership utilizing mixed methods and an action research process. We
evaluated the project continuously in alignment with its program delivery. This process allowed us to adjust
the program based on evaluation data. Our
evaluation design incorporated a mixedmethods longitudinal approach for two
overarching purposes: (1) to inform the program
and promote continuous quality improvement of
services and support to schools, teachers, and
students, and (2) to determine the effectiveness
of M-PReP in achieving its intended outcomes.
Mixed methods in evaluation allow for a
comprehensive study into the “what”
(quantitative) and the “how and why” (qualitative)
factors that influence success. A longitudinal
approach while students are in the program and
after they graduate from high school allowed us
to track long-term student outcomes. This
helped us to assess college readiness,
persistence, and completion as influenced by
participation in the dual-enrollment math classes
presented by M-PReP. The evaluation was
embedded in a continuous cycle of action
research.
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Data Collection
To address our research questions, we collected a variety of qualitative and quantitative data, including
student baseline data and outcome metrics. All data with personally identifying information were collected
with proper permissions, including IRB and data use agreements. Data were transmitted and stored
following applicable Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) regulations. Table 1 below
summarizes our data collection tools and sources.
Table 1. Summary of Evaluation Data Collection Tools & Sources
Primary Data Collection

Data Source

CAASPP Student Surveys (Post ICA, Post SBAC)

All 11th Grade Students

SLAM End of Course Student Surveys

SLAM Students

First Year College Survey - Fall

SLAM Alumni

SLAM Alumni Survey - Spring

SLAM Alumni

M-PReP End-of-Year Survey

Teachers, Counselors, and Administrators

SLAM Instructor Interview

SLAM Teachers and Professors

Collaboration Observation Rubric

Teachers, Professors, Counselors

Remote Math Instruction, Student Survey – Fall 2020,
Spring 2021

Grade 9-12 Students

Remote Math Instruction, Teacher Survey – Fall 2020,
Spring 2021

Math Teachers

Secondary Data Collection

Data Source

High School Math Courses and Grades, Cumulative GPA,
SAT & ACT Scores, AP Exam Scores, Math CAASPP Scores,
CAASPP Benchmark Data, MDTP Assessment Scores

Direct Data from Partner High Schools

SLAM Course Grades

SLAM Professor of Record

College Matriculation & Persistence

National Student Clearinghouse, Direct Data from
Partner Colleges, Individual Student Transcripts

College-Level Math Courses and Grades

Direct Data from Partner Colleges, Individual Student
Transcripts
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Impactful Events
We encountered unanticipated challenges during M-PReP’s four years of implementation, including policy
changes and unexpected events that impacted our plans and caused us to reshape the project. The
changing landscape of college readiness in California, detailed further below, required regular program
revisions to ensure that we continued to create proper vertical alignment of grade 9 through college
mathematics. Unexpected events, such as the tragedy in Parkland and global pandemic, transformed
public education.
We transformed M-PReP in response to policy changes and impactful events as presented in the timeline
below. Although challenging, the four years of impactful changes showed that disruption can catalyze
positive transformation with a strategic response versus chaotic reaction. When working on school
transformation projects, educators need contingency plans to accommodate inevitable change.
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Findings
Quantitative Outcomes
M-PReP provides a longitudinal look at outcomes in mathematics from grade 9 through college. The
graphic below provides a snapshot of the student trajectory studied and the data collected for quantitative
outcomes in mathematics.

Table 2 provides a description of the math experiences from the graphic above and the corresponding
data collected for qualitative analysis. The purpose of the graphic and table is to create a roadmap for the
qualitative outcomes discussed in the remainder of this section.
Table 2. Overview of Data Collected and Analyzed for Quantitative Outcomes.
Math Experience
Grades 9-11 Math Courses

Description
The High School Math Program for Grades 9-11
consists of a three-course sequence of
Algebra 1 – Geometry – Algebra 2 or Integrated
Math 1-2-3.

Qualitative Data Collected
SBAC Exam (CAASPP) is the
state math test given to all
11th graders to assess the HS
Math Program.

Dual-Enrollment Bridge
Courses

Transfer-level college math classes with additional
support to bridge learning gaps for underprepared
students while exposing them to college-level rigor.
Several metrics collected at the end of Grade 12 to
determine college readiness or math placement.
Dual-Enrollment Bridge students were tracked
through college to determine math courses taken for
STEM vs Non-STEM majors.

Final grade for transfer-level
math courses.

College Readiness and
Math Placement
College Math Courses

See College Math Readiness
section for details.
Course grades.

Please note that the College Readiness and Math Placement metrics are complicated, requiring a good
deal of discussion. This content is presented in a dedicated section with supporting documentation in
Appendices A-D.
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High School Math Outcomes for All M-PReP Students

California uses different acronyms (e.g., SBAC, CAASPP, EAP) for the state math test given to all students at
the end of 11th grade. The test is used to determine if student learning met high school math standards.
While students do not necessarily realize the importance of the exam, the results can be used to determine
their placement in college math courses. The test is also important to high schools, as scores measure the
percentage of students who demonstrate knowledge of the state math standards. Given the shared use of
this exam in high schools and colleges, College Bridge chose to use the assessment as one of M-PReP’s
focal points of professional development with high school math departments.
M-PReP also focused on alignment of the high school math curriculum to the state test. This proved
complicated, as there were nine, separate math departments, each working within different environments
with different requirements. Many departments grappled with a multitude of competing initiatives, while
some had intensive support systems helping them reach shared goals. Some were new to this kind of work,
and some had years of experience under their belts. The variation between departments allowed us to
analyze student outcomes in light of school environments and teachers’ participation in alignment activities
(see Table 3 below), which helped us further refine and revise M-PReP.
The best practice that emerged from this process is to support the strategic alignment of the high
school math curriculum to the state test, supported daily by a dedicated math coach or coordinator
who has access to student-level data.
Table 3. Overview of Prior and Current SBAC Alignment Activities, by School.
Activity

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Years of Experience with SBAC Alignment Prior to M-PReP

2

2

2

0

0

0

2

Use of Common CAASPP Benchmark Assessments*
Designated Specialist Providing Regular Support
Access to Student-Level Data
Process for Data Collection
Process for Data Analysis
Participation from Entire Math Department
*Refers to assessments provided through the CAASPP website or aligned assessments created by district math leadership.

As shown in Table 3 above, Schools C and G had the most intensive support and the most frequent use of
data to drive instruction, with the district office and school site working in collaboration. These schools had
an average of 42% of students meeting state math standards and 52% of students improving since taking
their most recent state test (Grade 8).
School F brought on a math coach in the first year of M-PReP and began offering similar support as Schools
C and G, also in collaboration with their district office. In the first year of M-PReP, they saw 31% of students
meeting standards, which was an increase of 11 percentage points over the previous year.
The remaining schools grappled with competing initiatives from their districts during M-PReP. Schools A and
B saw gains from alignment activities before M-PReP but made little progress during the project. Schools D
and E were constant points of frustration for our team, with the district constantly pulling teachers for
competing initiatives and never giving them access to data needed for decision making. Those schools
hovered at around 17% of students meeting standards and 20% performing worse since the last state test in
Grade 8, suggesting that teachers need the full support of district administration to be successful.
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This analysis causes us to recommend that math departments embark on strategic alignment activities with
the full support of both site and district administrations. Administrations must provide teachers with content
experts, time, resources, and access to student-level data to bring about improvements in student
outcomes.

College Math Readiness Outcomes for All M-PReP Students

College Readiness is a topic that requires immediate attention from California policymakers because
current policies make it impossible for students to determine if they are prepared for college.

It is impossible for California’s students to determine if they are ready for college.

When College Bridge initially developed M-PReP in 2016, the CSU system had used a consistent definition
of College Math Readiness for over a decade as part of their Early Assessment Program (EAP). The plan for
M-PReP was to use that metric. However, in the fall of 2017, that metric changed. To complicate matters, the
K-12 and CCC systems presented their own definitions and metrics (see policy timeline). Our team diligently
kept up, revising M-PReP and trying to find some common ground for alignment but it was impossible as the
sectors worked in isolation and the definitions in one would contradict another. Further complicating the
issue, the 23 CSU campuses and 114 CCC campuses could, and often did, modify their site metrics based on
the new system-wide metric. If our team, comprised of people with doctorates in education specializing in
college readiness, were struggling, then how can students determine if they are prepared? The answer is,
they cannot. The challenge in determining if a student is prepared for college-level mathematics is that
there is no single answer.

Competing Definitions. This section provides a brief overview of the competing definitions and our work to

find common ground. The term “college math readiness” now has different definitions within each sector of
public education across California. For graduating high school seniors, the California Department of
Education (CDE) developed a complex matrix of multiple measures to broadly define college and career
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readiness called the College and Career Readiness Indicator (CCRI) (see Appendix B), though these
measures do not specifically address college math readiness. In higher education, the California
Community Colleges (CCC) and California State University (CSU) systems redefined math readiness through
system-wide policy changes (EO 1110 and AB 705, respectively). Higher education systems also utilize
multiple measures to define college readiness. Unlike the CDE, the CCC and CSU systems use the
measures for placement in math courses, with different metrics used for students pursuing STEM and nonSTEM majors.
In a vernacular twist, the CSU and CCC systems abandoned the terms “college ready” and “prepared” with
their policy changes, though those exact terms were used previously. Now all students are deemed
“ready” for college despite needing additional co-requisite support classes/units.
During the same time frame that higher education changed their policies and terminology, the CDE
launched the College and Career Readiness Indicator using levels such as “prepared” and “not prepared.”
The competing vernacular and definitions of college readiness make it a difficult topic to discuss. College
Bridge created the following definition to frame our work:

A student is academically prepared for college if they are eligible to enroll directly in
transfer-level courses without requiring additional pre-requisite or co-requisite support
courses/units.

Table 4 below provides an overview of the metrics used by each sector to illustrate the misalignment of
metrics. A more detailed version of this table, as well as the metrics used by each sector, are available in
the Appendices A-D.
Table 4. Overview of Data Used by Each Sector to Determine College Readiness/Math Course Placement
Data Source

CDE

CCC

CSU

CTE Pathway Completion
Grade 11 CAASPP Score (Math and English)
Advanced Placement (AP) Exam Scores
International Baccalaureate (IB) Exam Scores
College Credit
A-G Completion
State Seal of Biliteracy
Leadership/Military Science
College Level Examination Program (CLEP)
ACT
SAT
High School Courses and GPA

We ask policymakers and leaders in the CDE, CCC, and CSU systems to develop common definitions
and metrics for college readiness so students can determine if they are academically prepared and K-12
teachers can support them on their journey.
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College Math Outcomes for M-PReP’s Dual-Enrollment Bridge Students

One long-term goal of M-PReP is students’ successful completion of college math courses. As an
intervention for underprepared students, all M-PReP schools offered the Dual-Enrollment Bridge (formerly
known as SLAM) program. In the short term, DE-Bridge outcomes were available before the students
graduated high school. We tracked DE-Bridge students through college to determine their long-term
outcomes. For the latter, we collected direct data from colleges and universities; however, a limitation of
this study is the ability to collect course-level data for alumni. At this time of this report, we were able to
obtain course-level data for 45% (N = 1,012) of alumni who had completed at least one year of two- or fouryear college.

Passed Transfer-Level Math
Since fall of 2017, 1,506 M-PReP students have
participated in Dual-Enrollment Bridge programs.
Students from the graduating classes of 2018-2020 have
been able to attend at least one year of college. Of all
M-PReP DE-Bridge students, 1,185 passed a college math
course with a grade of C- or higher anytime, with the
majority passing their first transfer-level math course
through the DE-Bridge program, and an additional 48
passing their first transfer-level math course while in
college.

N = 1,506

In the long term, M-PReP has sought to learn how well students performed in subsequent math courses in
college, specifically Calculus. High school students who participated in DE-Bridge were given the option of
a STEM or Non-STEM pathway. Students were advised to choose the STEM option if they thought there was
any possibility they would pursue a STEM major in college, no matter how remote the chance. Table 5
below shows the courses offered through DE-Bridge, with Statistics being the non-STEM option.
Table 5: Versions of Dual-Enrollment Bridge Programs Offered through M-PReP
Course

Provider

Duration

Transfer
Level

Pre-Collegiate (offered in fall as prerequisite for spring transfer-level course)
Pre-Statistics

HS, CCC, CSU

One Semester (Fall)

N

Quantitative Reasoning with Statistics

CCC, CSU

One Semester (Spring/Fall)

Y

Pre-Calculus

CSU

Two Semesters

Y

Stretch Courses for Underprepared Students

Regular Courses for Students Meeting Placement Criteria
College Algebra

CCC

One Semester (Fall)

Y

Trigonometry

CCC

One Semester (Fall)

Y

Calculus 1

CCC

Two Semesters

Y

In the urban Los Angeles region, all schools offered CSU Quantitative Reasoning with Statistics and CSU
Pre-Calculus. In the rural Central Valley, all high schools began by offering Pre-Statistics/Statistics
(fall/spring). One high school expanded its offerings to unsupported dual-enrollment as a replacement for
their AP math program. A breakdown of enrollment and pass rates is provided in Table 6.
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Table 6. Enrollment and Pass Rates for Dual-Enrollment Bridge Program, by Course
Course Title

Course Model

Students
Enrolled

Students
Passed

Pass Rate

Statistics

College-Level, One Semester Stretch

530

390

74%

Pre-Statistics/Statistics

Pre-Requisite/College-Level

351

254

72%

Pre-Calculus

College-Level, Two Semester Stretch

533

454

85%

College Algebra

College-Level, One Semester

71

66

93%

Trigonometry

College-Level, One Semester

66

62

94%

Calculus 1

College-Level, One Semester

21

21

100%

Calculus 2*

College-Level, One Semester

21

21

100%

Non-STEM DE-Bridge Courses

STEM DE-Bridge Courses

In the first two years of M-PReP, DE-Bridge was only offered as an intervention for underprepared students.
In year three, one Statistics section and one College Algebra/Trigonometry (fall/spring) section were
offered at one rural high school. The same school added Calculus 1/Calculus 2 (fall/spring) in year four.
Overall, most DE-Bridge courses served underprepared students and all programs were only offered in
schools serving at least 85% low-income and minority students.

Subsequent College Math Outcomes
College course-level data were attained for 284 DEBridge alumni who graduated high school in 2018, 2019,
or 2020 and enrolled in a math course while in college.
Of these alumni, 77% passed a college-level math
course with a grade of C- or higher.
Passing the DE-Bridge program in high school may have
had an impact on students’ participation in subsequent
college math courses. Of the students who took math in
college, participation was tripled for students who had
previously passed their DE-Bridge math course versus
those who had not passed.

N = 284

Students who passed DE-Bridge passed a subsequent college math course at a rate of 82% (n = 211) versus
those who did not pass DE-Bridge who passed a subsequent college math class at a rate of 66% (n = 73).
While success in a college-level dual-enrollment course may have an impact on students’ participation and
success in college math courses, their choice of a STEM or non-STEM pathway did not appear to have an
impact on their success in future math classes.
The Impact of Dual-Enrollment Statistics. While implementing the DE-Bridge Statistics program, the
College Bridge team was concerned that asking high school seniors to choose a STEM or Non-STEM
pathway might limit their college options. However, the data suggest that the opposite may be true and
Dual-Enrollment Statistics May Open the Door to STEM Degrees. The math course-taking patterns for
students who had previously self-selected as STEM and Non-STEM were similar, as were the pass rates.
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Further, the Calculus pass rates for both sets of students was similar. The outcomes, presented in the chart
below, are disaggregated by DE-Bridge pathway (STEM vs. Statistics).

College Math Pass Rates for DE Bridge Alumni,
Disaggregated by Pathway (STEM vs Statistics)
Passed Any College Math Class
STEM Alum (n=124) Stats Alum (n=160)

74%

Passed College STEM Math Class
STEM Alum (n=77) Stats Alum (n=79)

70%

Passed College Calculus
STEM Alum (n=54) Stats Alum (n=35)

72%
69%
0%

10%

20%

SLAM STEM Alumni

30%

40%

50%

60%

81%

79%

70%

80%

90% 100%

SLAM Stats Alumni

Students described the DE-Bridge Statistics course as different, which is not surprising given the focus in
quantitative reasoning as opposed to traditional, often procedural, math classes. One student commented,

“I really enjoyed math class, and that means something to me because I am not really fond of
math, but this class I liked.” Prior to M-PReP, students in the Statistics dual-enrollment program reported

that the experience in Statistics opened their eyes to applications in mathematics they had never
experienced. Based on the previous anecdotal evidence, we tracked students’ choice of major to learn if
students who chose a non-STEM pathway in the DE-Bridge program went on to pursue STEM majors in
college.
DE-Bridge Alumni Choice of Major. Recall
that during the DE-Bridge Student
Recruitment process, students are asked to
apply to the course that is most appropriate
to their potential college major. Students are
told that if they are considering majoring in
anything close to STEM they should NOT
choose DE-Bridge Statistics and instead
choose an course that will better prepare
them for college calculus. A definition and
review of STEM and its majors is part of the
Student Recruitment and Orientation
processes.

At the time of M-PReP application and
orientation, students are in the Spring
semester of 11th grade. We found that when students submit college applications in the Fall semester of 12th
grade, their academic and career goals had often changed. As shown in Table 7, the overall top choices of
majors for all DE-Bridge students were Biology, Business, Psychology, and Undeclared.
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Table 7: Top College Majors Chosen by DE-Bridge Students
Top Choices of Major- DE-Bridge Statistics Alumni
(in ranked order)

Top Choices of Major- DE-Bridge STEM Alumni
(in ranked order)

1.

Business

1.

Biology

2.

Psychology

2.

Business

3.

Biology

3.

Computer Science

4.

General Studies

4.

Undeclared

5.

Undeclared

5.

Psychology

6.

Political Science

6.

Engineering

7.

Criminal Justice

7.

Math

While the top chosen majors do seem to correlate to the choice of DE-Bridge course (i.e., STEM pathway vs.
non-STEM pathway), there were a significant number of students who “crossed over.” Nearly 20% of
students who took DE-Bridge Statistics ultimately ended up in a STEM major in college. Nearly 60% of
students who took DE-Bridge Pre-Calculus or Algebra/Trigonometry ultimately ended up in a non-STEM
major. These findings suggest that the math courses a student takes in high school does not limit the
student in choice of major in college and/or career path and that success in any college-preparatory math
class might influence the choice of pursuing a STEM major.

College Persistence

We gathered college attendance data for 884 of the 1,010 DE-Bridge alumni for the Classes of 2018, 2019 &
2020. The types of data collected for this analysis were: (1) direct data received from M-PReP partner
colleges, (2) individual student transcripts, and (3) student-level data from the National Student
Clearinghouse (NSC). DE-Bridge alumni are now represented at each of the 9 UC campuses, 22 of the 23
CSU campuses, and 27 of the 116 CCC campuses. A full list of all colleges is provided in Appendix E. Using
IPEDS 1 methodology, Table 8 illustrates the persistence rates for student attending any college.
Table 8. One-Year Persistence (next Fall) at Any College
Enrolled in first
Fall at any
college

Enrl at
any
college

High School Class of 2020

314

243

High School Class of 2019

356

290

High School Class of 2018

214

170

CCC Completed
and not enrolled at
any college
1

Total
Persisters

Pct

243

77.4%

291

81.7%

170

79.4%

Whereas Table 8 includes all students attending any college, institutional comparative data were used for
our three partner higher education institutions using the IPEDS/institutional method. The following student
outcomes and tables using the IPEDS methodology are available in the Appendices F-J:
•
•
•
•
•
1

Persistence at CSU Los Angeles up to Fall 2021, with comparisons to All CSULA Students
Persistence at CSU Dominguez Hills up to Fall 2021, with comparisons to All CSUDH Students
Persistence and Completion at Reedley College to Fall 2021
Persistence At Any 4-Year College up to Fall 2021
Persistence At Any 2-Year College up to Fall 2021

Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System
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Direct comparisons of DE-Bridge Alumni to students at the partner college can be used, but the definitions
and methodology for college persistence varies by institutions. Given the fact that DE-Bridge students
attended a wide range of colleges, comparable institutional data using the IPEDS method is not feasible for
all students. Instead, NSC data were used for a broad comparison of student cohorts at the national level
(National Student Clearinghouse, 2021 Report). The chart below provides a comparison for One-Year
College Persistence rates that shows DE-Bridge alumni outpacing the national average.
One-Year College Persistence Rates (Fall to Fall)
77.4%
70.4%

Fall 2020 Cohort*

Fall 2019 Cohort

73.9%

81.7%

79.4%
75.9%

Fall 2018 Cohort
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Dual-Enrollment Bridge Alumni

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

National Student Clearinghouse

*Fall 2020 represent current estimates based on enrollment from NSC Nov. 2021 Updates on Higher Ed. Enrollment Report.

College Completion

M-PReP began in the 2017-18 school year in the Los Angeles region with two CSU partners and expanded
in the 2018-19 school year with CCC partners in the Central Valley. With the project ending in the 2020-21
school year, the earliest CSU DE-Bridge cohorts have spent three years in college and the CCC cohorts
two years. Thus, college completion data are only available for the first cohort of CCC students from HS F
with available data. Of the 59 underprepared students who participated in the DE-Bridge program at HS F
in the 2018-19 school year, 50 matriculated to the partner college. Of those 88% (N=50) persisted after the
first year (fall to fall), and half (N=26) completed a degree within two years. The full data table is available
in Appendix H.

The N’s get small further out as the project began small in 2018. Over three years, 90% (N=267) of students
from HS F completed transfer-level math within one year and future research will continue tracking those
students’ outcomes at Reedley College.
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Lessons Learned
There were enough lessons learned from M-PReP to fill several books. For this report we took a pragmatic
approach, presenting the main takeaway from each component of the project that educators can draw
upon for transformative work at their respective sites.

Grading Communities of Practice Benefit Both Teachers and Students
M-PReP findings came from the combined work of 14 Communities of Practice (CoPs), some spanning the
entire four years of the project and others occurring for a subset of that time. Members often overlapped in
multiple CoPs with some spanning the entire project and others entering at various times as needed. The
work of the CoPs was so integral to the project that, in Year One, the Management CoP created an
Observation Rubric (see Appendix K) to evaluate the level of collaboration at meetings and professional
development events. Although unintended, we developed expertise in evaluating CoPs during the course
of the project. As expected, some activities produced great results, while some were less useful. Over time,
we realized that the most successful CoPs focused on one activity: Team Grading. In addition to the
grading sessions consistently earning the maximum score on the Observation Rubric, teachers reported
that the sessions helped build relationships, improve their instruction, and motivate their students.
The Team Grading meetings consisted of either the Dual Enrollment CoP members grading common
assessments or the Math Department CoP members scoring CAASPP benchmark exams. From an
observational perspective, everyone in attendance was actively involved and deeply engaged in
conversations about student work. The work seemed to spark curiosity and excitement. Entire teams
regularly met beyond the scheduled time, often just hanging back to discuss things they learned during the
session and not actively grading or scoring work. As one teacher described,

“As time progressed, [the CoP] became not just a random group of people or just my
coworkers. We all developed a sense of family and a sense that we can build something
great together. In the end we started to rely heavily on one another. That’s the biggest
thing. It’s a deep relationship.”
The relationships extended past the work of the CoPs with the members collaborating about other classes
they teach, building personal friendships, and embarking on separate professional projects. In addition to
relationship building, CoP members lauded the peer collaboration, claiming benefits such as insights to
student learning and new pedagogical practices. These results led to our finding that CoPs are critical
tools for catalyzing and implementing transformative educational change.

The Process: The Team Grading sessions began with a norming activity where the instructors individually
scored the same student work sample using a rubric. They shared their scores and discussed how they
arrived at the score. Discussion continued until all members agreed on one score. The process was
repeated until everyone consistently arrived at the same score. After that, one instructor graded a set of
problems for all classes, providing insight to variations across classrooms.

After CoPs members completed the full grading process, instructors shared their findings both overall and
from specific classes. When one teachers’ class excelled on a topic, that teacher described how they
taught the topic. CoPs also covered classroom resources and pedagogical practices. One teacher
explained,

“For the midterms we did more of a collaboration. That was very helpful because we got to
see the misconceptions amongst the students…or you’ll see where some classes were
doing really well in those certain topics. And we talked about what they did and what
worked and then you would try it on in your own classroom.”
While the teachers’ collaboration and shared learning were easily observable, the research team was
surprised to learn from interviews that the teachers used data from the sessions to motivate students.
The teachers were given reports of the student outcomes (rubric) scores for each problem and could
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determine their students’ comparative strengths and weaknesses. All the teachers also discussed sharing
the data with their students. In this area, some competition arose that may have benefitted the students. For
example, in the Pre-Calculus CoP, Schools D and E are the only two high schools in their district and,
naturally, are competitive. In addition, School E has a history of outperforming School D. In terms of sharing
data with the students, a teacher from School D reported,

“I bring [the data] back to my class and it’s like hey, we did this and look, [School E] did
really well. They are doing this, which means we need to beat them. You know, we can do
it. And it helps looking at it like yeah, we are almost there. We can do it!”
By the end of that year, students at Schools D and E earned the same pass rate for the class of 96%.

Team Grading Procedure
Step 1: Preparation. Prepare by
developing a rubric to score each exam
question. Decide on the number of
points for the rubric and observable
student outcomes for each point.
Step 2: Norming. Provide a crosssection 3-5 samples of student work per
problem. Make a copy for each
instructor. Each instructor scores the first
sample. After scoring is complete, each
instructor holds up the number of
fingers for their score (works best if your
rubric is under 5). Instructors discuss
how they determined their score, and
the group reaches a consensus. Repeat
with additional examples until the group
is scoring similarly. Repeat process for
each problem.
Step 3: Grading. Grade all student
work, noting trends in strengths and
weaknesses. This is where variations
take place: each instructor either
grades their own students’ assessments
or focuses on grading one problem for
all the classes. The latter allows
instructors to easily identify differences
in student outcomes across classes.

Another example from the Pre-Calculus CoP came from
School A. School A began as the underdog, with
students beginning the year with the weakest math skills
of all partner high schools. A teacher from School A
explained:

“I would take the data showing the averages to the
students, you know talk to them about hey, this is a
problem, this is how we did, this is how the other
schools did. And then you know, maybe next time,
we can kick some butt and be better.”
Both the teacher and the professor associated with
School A reported that the students started working
diligently both in and out of class following the teacher’s
motivation, coming for tutoring and peer work groups
during lunch and after school. On the last section of the
final exam (arguably containing the most difficult content
tested across the class), the students from School A
outperformed all the other schools. We eagerly shared
these results with both the students and the school’s
administration.

Step 4: Discussion and Best Practices.
Regardless of the option chosen in Step
3, discuss the strengths and
weaknesses noted during the grading,
one problem at a time. Determine which
strengths and weaknesses were similar
or different across classes. Instructors
who had different strengths should
share details of their instructional
practices for teachers who plan to
reteach the class.
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Dual-Enrollment as a Catalyst for School Transformation

The intention of M-PReP was to transform each partner high school’s math program to systemically align to
the higher ed partner’s math program. The plan was to utilize student outcome data from the dualenrollment courses on the high school campus to identify strengths and weaknesses of the grade 9-11 math
program. This information would be shared with teachers during professional development sessions to
design curricular program improvements. Despite numerous attempts, this plan failed. However, a
transformation of the high school math program occurred organically as an unintended consequence of
providing dual-enrollment courses.
Each high school agreed to offer two dual-enrollment math classes: Statistics and Pre-Calculus or similar.
These classes were designed for students who were underprepared for college math and contained
strategic, embedded support. High schools added one course the first year and a second course the
following year.
School transformation began when the site leadership team debated which pre-existing course(s) would be
eliminated to allow for the new dual-enrollment courses. Since the new courses would be part of the
regular school day, they required a teacher. The program did not add new students to the school roster, so
it did not provide for additional teaching staff. Something had to give.
The following themes emerged when each high school’s math program was examined:
1.
2.
3.

Schools had multiple versions of the same course.
Some classes provided no future benefit for students.
Most AP math programs had low pass rates on the AP exam, with many schools’ pass rates at 0%.

The guiding question for the teams when determining which course(s) to eliminate was: Who is this course
benefitting and in what way? This was an ongoing conversation with administrators, teachers, and
counselors as new dual-enrollment courses were added to the master calendar. The strategic discussions
about programmatic changes resulted in teachers and counselors developing a deep understanding of the
courses offered by the schools, how they align to the state math test, how they align to college, and how
students benefit from each course. Some schools completed a full transformation in which every course
offered was systemically aligned to both the 11th grade state exam and the higher ed partner’s math
program, resulting in better student post-secondary success and the opening of more post-secondary
pathways. Other schools had only a partial transformation; this still provided an opportunity for students
who were not in an accelerated track to experience the challenge of a college-level math course in high
school, an opportunity that did not exist for them prior to the implementation of M-PReP.
Please see Dinuba Success Story in Appendix L for an overview of a successful school transformation.
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The Positive Lessons Learned from COVID-19
The disruption caused by the COVID-19 pandemic cannot be understated. With the sudden and
unanticipated statewide school closures, College Bridge recognized the need for a swift and complete
pivot to support math teachers and counselors in remote instruction. Our professional development
offerings and M-PReP research questions focused on the implementation and evaluation of remote math
instruction in grades 6-12, including DE-Bridge. Middle schools were not previously included in M-PReP but
the remote PD model allowed us to easily include the feeder middle schools into the project.
Our general conclusions based on the data we gathered was that the remote pivot and experiences of the
academic year 2020-2021 were stressful for most students and teachers due to their social separation from
each other and their peers. However, in terms of student learning, approximately three-fourths of students
reported that their remote learning experience was generally good. Of the students in grades 6-12 who
completed surveys (4,490 in Fall 2020 and 2,510 in Spring 2021), 20% preferred learning math online to
in-person and would choose this modality in the future if offered. As one student stated:

“I improved a lot on online classes, I passed all my classes with A's, something I had never
thought I would. I understand better, I'm a better listener. And I would like to be on online
school again.”
These findings indicate that an online learning modality should be offered as a permanent component of
secondary education in California. At a minimum, the data suggest that online learning may be a key factor
in improving learning outcomes in math for 20% of students. As an organization, College Bridge has made
permanent our online DE-Bridge resources and professional development offerings. We recognize that the
ability to access information virtually and asynchronously provides learning opportunities that in-person
only sessions lack. We catalyzed the disruption caused by COVID-19 into a transformative opportunity for
ourselves and our programs. The next section provides details on how schools can use our findings to
transform their student offerings to fully serve their populations.

Future of Distance Learning: Technologies to Keep

COVID-19 caused a massive infrastructure buildout around internet connectivity and devices for students.
With students fully connected, teachers globally introduced digital tools and practices into the learning
environment. We surveyed students to learn what technologies, if any, they would like to keep using in
future math classes. The chart below illustrates their responses.

Technologies Students Want to Keep, Multiple Response (N=2,256)
Google Classroom/LMS
Online Quizzes or Tests
Online Math Activities (Desmos, Edpuzzle, etc.)
Recorded Lessons Made By My Teacher
Teacher Office Hours (online)
Polling Tools (Kahoot, PollEverwhere)
Collaboration Assignments (Google Docs,…
Text Reminders (Remind)
Virtual, Live Lectures (Zoom or WebEx)
Class Chat Tools
Recorded Lessons From The Web
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%
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Overwhelmingly, students cited a learning management system such as Google Classroom, Canvas, etc.
as a must-have technology. These resources organize class content, display homework assignments,
provide assessments and discussion boards, and allow students to directly submit assignments. The
Learning Management System (LMS) provided a new tool for students, parents, and teachers to view and
access all course materials and grades in real time. This likely helped in removing some affective barriers
of traditional confusion over assignments between K-12 students, their parents, and teachers.
Other popular technological tools correspond to engagement activities, rather than traditional learning
tools. Students want to keep the tools that actively engaged them with that content. This is especially
poignant, as the return to in-person instruction has emphasized a narrative that students did not like
anything during their time online. While the students clearly had struggles related to being in remote
classes, such as issues with hardware and finding quiet places to take classes, they did enjoy the online
tools that help manage their materials and assignments and keep them connected and engaged. For
example:

“I think online classes are better because we watch videos that help us improve. And the
teachers are always there when we need them. Also if we're stuck in something we have
different options like get help from my teacher or watch videos.”
Many students who preferred learning math online cited challenges with in-person instruction including fear
of asking questions, fear of appearing stupid in front of their peers, difficulties remaining focused, and
difficulties managing their assignments. The online format addressed these issues for 20% of students.

Future of Distance Learning: Optimizing the Distance Learning Experience

When we surveyed students about their feelings of preparedness for online learning, we also asked them
to share reasons why they did not feel prepared. Several non-academic barriers were cited as significant
factors. Any secondary schools planning to offer distance learning should ensure that students are wellequipped with the components detailed in the chart below.

What Do You Need for a Better Online Experience, Multiple Response
(N=1,362)
More organization in my life
A quiet place to do classes
A better internet connection
More explanations of how to use the tools
More organization in my class
A better laptop or computer
More tutoring support from my teacher

0%
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30%

40%

50%

60%

While certain student requests, such as “more organization in my life,” are outside the school’s control,
technology and teacher activities can be provided to improve students’ distance learning experiences.
Moreover, the research also implies structural and infrastructural upgrades that present as barriers may be
removable if districts continue to invest in those upgrades as they did during the remote pivot.
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College Bridge Transition Program (CT-Bridge)
The purpose of the College Bridge Transition Program (CT-Bridge) is to prepare students for a successful
transition to college, maximizing their likelihood of persistence and completion. The CT-Bridge directly
prepares students for successful matriculation to their college of choice by educating them on what
resources are available and how to utilize them. The CT-Bridge helps students understand how to identify
and overcome any barriers that could interfere with their progress towards college graduation. As one
student explained,

“I was given a vision of what my upcoming four years would look like and that was really helpful
because I had no idea of what I was going to be getting myself into.”
Given that college orientations are often large, overwhelming events, we designed the CT-Bridge to
highlight important areas of the process and allow students to preview and discuss this information in a
smaller group setting and a familiar, safe space. A positive and successful orientation experience will help
ensure that students have a plan for navigating their college careers. As another student shared,

“The most helpful thing I learned was what was expected of me throughout college and how to be
able to graduate within four years.”
At the end of every fall semester, we surveyed DE-Bridge alumni about their experience in their first
semester of college. A total of 451 alumni completed the first-year experience surveys. From these, we
learned that students from all DE-Bridge cohorts utilized a variety of college resources to experience a
successful first semester of college, drawing on what they learned in the CT-Bridge: 84% of students
have used academic resources, and 59% have used other college resources.

DE-Bridge Alumni Utilizing College Support Services

Used Academic Support Services

Used Non-Academic College Resources

Please see Appendix M for a full curriculum overview.
Implementing the CT-Bridge was often a challenge, requiring the project College Counseling Specialist to
step in and provide direct student services that we planned to be providing by school counselors. Over the
years, we revised the program and learned some best practices to make the program manageable at the
school site.

Teacher participation became vital in CT-Bridge implementation.

In both Year One and Year Two available counselor time was a challenge in the implementation of the CTBridge. Not all site counselors had time or content expertise to deliver CT-Bridge lessons on their own.

During Year Two, there were opportunities for DE-Bridge teachers to become more involved with CT-Bridge
implementation as well as to participate in CT-Bridge Professional Development. With the addition of more
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CT-Bridge lessons throughout the year, teachers became more invested in this part of the student dualenrollment experience. Near the end of the school year, we offered a professional development
opportunity to teachers on how to order college transcripts for their dual-enrollment students. While this
was an activity that school counselors typically help with, the students often go to teachers first for this
information. Therefore, we trained teachers in the process so they could be better prepared for these
questions.
The teachers we surveyed from the M-PReP schools shared positive benefits they perceived from having
CT-Bridge taught in their classrooms. The teachers reported that the curriculum helped students with
college course scheduling. A teacher from High School E stated that the CT-Bridge work “greatly

enhanced the college preparation services that the school’s counseling office already provided.”

Teachers perceived students learned important skills through their experience with the curriculum, such as
taking responsibility for their transcripts and scheduling, learning the requirements and demands of college
preparedness, and navigating college websites, resources, and other information.

The CT-Bridge works well as a Distance Counseling model.

Building off lessons learned in past delivery plus those learned during COVID-19-forced remote learning,
we offered the final version of the CT-Bridge in an extended online format in Spring 2021. After a year of
distance learning, students were more comfortable with pre-recorded lessons accessible at any time for
easy reference. To best accommodate students in their new learning environment, we offered pre-recorded
CT-Bridge lessons through a Distance Counseling model made available through both Zoom and YouTube.
We offered the lessons via multiple platforms so that students could obtain the information in the manner
they prefer and/or to which they have access.
Ideally, the CT-Bridge lessons would be introduced and/or delivered by school counselors, but as we have
learned over the past several years, counselors are stretched thin at the end of the school year and are not
able to add on additional tasks. By providing pre-recorded video links, teachers were able to show the
lessons in class as time was available, and students were able to view lessons again on their own time,
providing ease of access and a lower burden on school personnel.
Prior to the launch of the Distance CT-Bridge, College Bridge staff made online classroom visits to alert
students to various end of year DE-Bridge information, including surveys, CT-Bridge pre-recorded lessons,
and additional documents needed from students. We also introduced live “office hours” to allow students to
ask questions about any of the information in the CT-Bridge lessons. A College Bridge College Counseling
Specialist held office hours twice a week for three weeks.
We learned that students appreciated both the video recordings and opportunities to ask questions during
live, virtual office hours. We plan on keeping both practices as part of the CT-Bridge delivery model.

The CT-Bridge Curriculum Works Best in Sites with an Internal College Counseling Structure.

Most high schools have a structure in place to assist 12th grade students with the college admission and
financial aid process. In many cases, these high schools rely heavily on outside college access programs
to provide the majority of the advising and speaking at events, such as financial aid nights. While these
outside resources are helpful, most of their services end after applications have been submitted. Very few
schools/programs have structured activities in place to help students review offers of admission, financial
aid awards, choose a college to attend, and complete the college orientation and enrollment processes.
While created for the DE-Bridge program, the CT-Bridge curriculum can, and should, be easily available to
the entire senior class, not just those students enrolled in DE-Bridge classes. We found that this did happen
in sites with an existing internal college counseling structure, meaning the site counselors did most, if not
all, of the college and financial aid counseling. At sites where students experienced consistent college
counseling, the CT-Bridge content was easily inserted into that existing structure.
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Final Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Research
The four years of M-PReP and Dual-Enrollment Bridge led to several key findings with implications for
educational transformation at the high school level that will lead to the closure of college access, equity,
and achievement gaps:
1.

Dual-Enrollment Statistics may open the door to STEM degrees.

2.

Support of the strategic alignment of high school math curricula to state tests and college curricula
leads to strong student post-secondary outcomes.

3.

The transformation of high school curricula may happen organically due to a program such as DEBridge.

4.

Administrations must provide teachers with content experts, time, resources, and access to data to
bring about improvements in student outcomes.

5.

Teachers can use student test data to motivate stronger future student performances.

6.

CoPs are critical tools for catalyzing and implementing transformative educational change.
teachers used data from the sessions to motivate students.

7.

Remote learning can offer an additional pathway to educational success if implemented and
supported properly.

8.

Students need college transition planning support such as that offered by the College TransitionBridge, embedded within the DE-Bridge program.

9.

Interventions such as the one provided by DE-Bridge produce strong student college outcomes:
77% of DE-Bridge alumni attending college passed a college-level math course with a grade of Cor higher.
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California College Readiness and Math Placement Summary
Metric

CDE

CCC*

CSU*

CTE Pathway Completion

Pathway completion with C- or better in capstone course plus

Grade 11 CAASPP (ELA and Math)

Standard Met (Level 3) or higher on both ELA and Math

• Standard Exceeded (Level 4)
• Standard Met (Level 3) + additional reqs

Advanced Placement (AP)

Score 3 or higher on any two AP exams

Score 3 or above on Calc AB or BC, Stats or
Computer Science

International Baccalaureate (IB)

Score 4 or higher on any two IB exams

Score 4 or above on Higher Math Level (HL)

College Credit

Two semesters or three quarters of college coursework with a
grade of C-or better in academic/CTE subjects where college
credit is awarded.

Pass a college-level course satisfying GEArea B4
Math/QR with C- or better

A-G Completion

Complete A-G requirements with a grade C- or better plus

• Weighted Math GPA 3.0 or above + reqs
• Weighted GPA 3.5 or above + reqs

State Seal of Biliteracy

Earn a State Seal of Biliteracy and at least a “Standard Met”
(or Level 3) inELA CAASPP.

Leadership/Military Science

Complete two or more years of this course with a C- or better.

College Level Examination Program (CLEP)

50 or above on Calculus, College Algebra,College
Algebra-Trig, Pre-Calculus, or Trig

ACT

Above 23
Above 20 + additional reqs

SAT

Above 570
Above 520 + additional reqs

HS Courses and GPA
plus

HSGPA ≥ 3.0
CAASPP: ELA or Math ≥ Level 3 and ELA or Math ≥ Level 2
College Credit: One semester/two quarters of
academic/CTE with a grade of C- or better
one AP Exam ≥ 3
one IB Exam ≥ 4 (A-G only)
Completion of CTE (A-G only)

*non-STEM majors
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College/Career Indicator
The College/Career Indicator measures how well local educational agencies (LEAs) and schools are preparing
students for likely success after graduation. Only graduates can be classified as Prepared or Approaching Prepared. For schools and LEAs to
demonstrate success on this state indicator, high school graduates must meet at least one of the measures in the prepared level.

PREPARED
Smarter Balanced Summative Assessments: Score of Level 3 “Standard Met” or
higher on both English language arts/literacy (ELA) and mathematics
Advanced Placement (AP) Exams: Score of 3 or higher on two AP exams
International Baccalaureate (IB) Exams: Score of 4 or higher on two IB exams
Completion of Dual Enrollment: Two semesters or three quarters of college
coursework with a grade of C- or better in academic/CTE subjects where college
credit is awarded
University of California (UC) and California State University (CSU)
a-g requirements: Complete a-g course requirements with a grade of C- or better
plus one of the Additional Criteria from the box below
Career Technical Education (CTE) Pathway: Pathway completion with a grade of Cor better in the capstone course plus one of the Additional Criteria from the box below
Additional Criteria
Smarter Balanced Summative Assessment Scores:
• Level 3 or higher on ELA and at least a Level 2 “Standard Nearly Met” in
mathematics, or
• Level 3 or higher on mathematics and at least a Level 2 in ELA
One semester/two quarters of Dual Enrollment with a grade of C- or better in
academic/CTE subjects
Score of 3 on one AP exam or score of 4 on one IB Exam (for a-g requirement
only)
Completion of CTE Pathway (for a-g requirement only)

For more information, please visit the California Accountability Model &
School Dashboard Web page at http://www.cde.ca.gov/ta/ac/cm/index.asp.

APPROACHING PREPARED NOT PREPARED
Smarter Balanced Summative
Assessments: Score of Level 2
“Standard Nearly Met” on both
ELA and mathematics

Did not meet
any of the
measures or did
not graduate.

Completion of Dual Enrollment:
One semester or two quarters of
college coursework with a grade
of C- or better in academic/CTE
subjects where college credit is
awarded
UC and CSU a-g requirements:
Complete a-g course
requirements with a grade of Cor better
CTE Pathway: Pathway
completion with a grade of C- or
better in the capstone course

Criteria Key
Assessment
Coursework

November 2017

The following tables provide baseline success rates for students that are within ten years
of high school graduation. Analysis performed by the MMAP team demonstrates that even
students with the lowest levels of high school performance are more likely to successfully
complete a transfer level course in one year if they are placed directly into transfer level,
rather than being placed even one level below given the current structure of
developmental education from a system level.
These are what will be known as the “default placement rules,” which can be used
immediately in order to comply with the requirements of AB 705. Note that each
threshold includes recommendations for concurrent support depending on students’
backgrounds and needs. As noted in previous guidance, the Chancellor’s Office
recommends that students who have graduated from high school within the past ten
years and have a goal of transfer or degree attainment should be recommended to enroll
directly into transfer-level courses in English, statistics/liberal arts mathematics, and
BSTEM-based mathematics using on the correlations as follows:
High School Performance Met ric for
English
HSGPA ≥ 2.6
Success rate = 78.6%
HSGPA 1.9 - 2.6
Success rate = 57.7%
HSGPA < 1.9
Success rate = 42.6%
High School Performance Met ric for
St at ist ics/Liberal Art s Mat hema t ics
HSGPA ≥ 3.0
Success rate = 75%
HSGPA from 2.3 t o 2.9
Success rate = 50%

Recommended AB 705 Pla cement for
English
Tra nsfer-Level English Composit ion
No additional academic or concurrent
support required
Tra nsfer-Level English Composit ion
Additional academic and concurrent
support recommended
Tra nsfer-Level English Composit ion
Additional academic and concurrent
support strongly recommended
Recommended AB 705 Pla cement for
St at ist ics/Liberal Art s Mat hema t ics
Tra nsfer-Level St at ist ics/Libera l Art s
Mat hemat ics
No additional academic or concurrent
support required for students
Tra nsfer-Level St at ist ics/Libera l Art s
Mat hemat ics
Additional academic and concurrent
support recommended for students

Chancellor’s Office, Academic Affairs Division
1102 Q Street, Sacramento, California 95811 | Sixth Floor | 916.445.8752
www.CaliforniaCommunityColleges.cccco.edu

rev04162018

Assembly Bill (AB) 705 Implement at ion
J uly 11, 2018
HSGPA < 2.3

Tra nsfer-Level St at ist ics/Libera l Art s
Mat hemat ics
Additional academic and concurrent
support strongly recommended for
students

Success rate of 29%

High School Performance Met ric BSTEM
Mat hemat ics 1
HSGPA ≥ 3.4
OR
HSGPA ≥ 2.6 AND enrolled in a HS
Ca lculus course
Success rate = 75%
HSGPA ≥2.6 or Enrolled in HS
Precalculus
Success rate = 53%
HSGPA ≤ 2.6 a nd no Preca lculus
Success rate = 28%

Recommended AB 705 Pla cement for
BSTEM Mat hemat ics
Tra nsfer-Level BSTEM Mat hemat ics
No additional academic or concurrent
support required for students
Tra nsfer-Level BSTEM Mat hemat ics
Additional academic and concurrent
support recommended for students
Tra nsfer-Level BSTEM Mat hemat ics
Additional academic and concurrent
support strongly recommended for
students

1

Note: The BSTEM table presumes student completion of Intermediate Algebra/ Algebra 2, an equivalent such as Integrated Math III,
or higher course in high school. Students who have not completed Algebra 2 or higher in high school but who enter college with
intentions to major in STEM fields are rare. However, good practice suggests they should be informed that Algebra 2 is highly
recommended as preparation for a STEM-oriented gateway mathematics course and that their likelihood of success will be higher in
a statistics course.
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GE B4 Math/QR: Algebra and Statistics
Disciplines, Non-STEM and Undecided Majors

Placement in GE B4 Math/QR: Algebra and Statistics Disciplines,
Non-STEM and Undecided Majors
Check the boxes that match your test scores and completed coursework.

Fulfilled
Requirement

Enroll in
GE Math
Course

Advanced Placement (AP) Test Score:
3 or above: Calculus AB
3 or above: Calculus BC
3 or above: AP Statistics
3 or above AP Computer Science Principles

CAASPP/EAP Math Exam Score:
Standard Exceeded (Level 4)
Standard Met (Level 3) and completed 12th grade approved
year-long math course beyond Algebra 2 ( C- or better)
Standard Met and 4 or more years of high school math or QR

International Baccalaureate (IB) Test Score:
4 or above on Math Higher Level (HL)

*New SAT Math Test Score:
570 or above
550 or above on Subject Test in Math Level 1 or 2
520 – 560 and completed 12th grade approved
year-long math course beyond Algebra 2 ( C- or better)

College Level Examination Program
(CLEP) Score:
5 0 or above on: Calculus, College Algebra,
College Algebra-Trigonometry, Pre-Calculus,
or Trigonometry
College Transfer Coursework:
C ompleted college course (C- or better)
that satisfies CSU GE Area B4 math/QR
requirement
If you checked one of the boxes above, stop here.
If needed, you will be placed in the next math
course per your major requirement.
If none of the criteria apply,
go to the next column

*SAT conversion of scores prior to March 2016:
https://collegereadiness.collegeboard.org/
sat-scoring-before-march-2016

ACT Math Test Score:
23 or above
20-22 and completed 12th grade approved year-long math
course beyond Algebra 2 ( C- or better)
High School Courses and GPA
Weighted math GPA 3.0 or above and completed 12th grade
approved year-long math course beyond Algebra 2
(C- or better)
Weighted math GPA 3.0 or above and 5 or more years of
math or QR
Weighted GPA 3.7 or above
Weighted GPA 3.5 or above and 4 or more years of
math or QR
If you checked one of the boxes above, stop here.
You will be placed in a GE B4 math/QR course.
If none of the criteria apply,
go to the next column

Enroll in
Supported GE
Math Course

High School GPA:
Weighted math GPA 3.3 or above
Weighted GPA 3.0 or above
If you checked one of the boxes above, stop here.
You will be placed in a supported GE B4 math/QR
course. Early Start Program (ESP) participation is
recommended but not required.
If none of the criteria apply,
go to the next column

ESP Required
Enroll in
Supported GE
Math Course
If you did not meet any of the criteria
in the first three columns, you will be
required to participate in the Early Start
Program (ESP) and placed in a supported
GE B4 math/QR course.

GE Math/QR - STEM/Math-Intensive Majors

Placement in GE Math/QR: Pre-STEM/STEM
and Other Math-Intensive Majors
Check the boxes that match your test score and completed coursework.

Fullfilled
Requirement

Enroll in
GE Math
Course

Advanced Placement (AP) Test Score:
3 or above: Calculus AB
3 or above: Calculus BC
3 or above: AP Statistics
3 or above: AP Computer Science Principles

CAASPP/EAP Math Exam Score:
Standard Exceeded (Level 4)
Standard Met (Level 3) and completed 12th grade
approved year-long math course beyond Algebra 2
(C- or better)

International Baccalaureate (IB) Test Score:
4 or above on Math Higher Level (HL)

*New SAT Math Test Score:
570 or above
550 or above on Subject Test in Math Level 1 or 2
520 – 560 and completed 12th grade approved
year-long math course beyond Algebra 2 (C- or better)

College Level Examination Program
(CLEP) Score:
5 0 or above on: Calculus, College Algebra,
College Algebra-Trigonometry, Pre-Calculus,
or Trigonometry
College Transfer Coursework
C ompleted college course (C- or better) that
satisfies CSU GE Area B4 math/QR requirement
If you checked one box above, you will enroll in
the next math /QR course per your major.
If none of the criteria apply,
go to the next column

*SAT conversion of scores prior to March 2016:
https://collegereadiness.collegeboard.org/
sat-scoring-before-march-2016

ACT Math Test Score:
23 or above
20-22 and completed 12th grade approved year-long
math course beyond Algebra 2 (C- or better)
High School Courses and GPA
Weighted math GPA 3.5 and completed 12th grade
approved year-long math course beyond Algebra 2
(C- or better)
Weighted math GPA 3.5 or above and 5 or more years
of math or QR
Weighted GPA 3.7 or above
If you checked one box above, you will be placed in a
GE B4 math/QR course appropriae for your major.
If none of the criteria apply,
go to the next column

Enroll in
Supported
GE Math
Course

High School GPA:
W
 eighted math GPA 3.3 or above
If you checked the box above, stop here.
You will be placed in a supported GE B4 math/QR course
appropriate for your major. Early Start Program (ESP)
participation is recommended but not required.
If none of the criteria apply,
go to the next column

ESP Required
Enroll in
Supported GE
Math Course
If you did not meet any of the criteria
in the first three columns, you will
be required to participate in the
Early Start Program (ESP) and placed
in a supported GE B4 math/QR course
appropriate for your major.

M-PReP DE-Bridge Alumni College of Attendance
CSU
Cal State Bakersfield
Cal State Channel Islands
Cal State Chico
Cal State Dominguez Hills
Cal State East Bay
Cal State Fresno
Cal State Fullerton
Cal State Humboldt
Cal State Long Beach
Cal State Los Angeles
Cal State Monterey Bay
Cal State Northridge
Cal State Pomona
Cal State Sacramento
Cal State San Bernardino
Cal State San Diego
Cal State San Francisco
Cal State San Jose
Cal State San Luis Obispo
Cal State San Marcos
Cal State Stanisaluas
TOTAL

2
1
3
59
5
33
18
5
17
101
1
41
41
5
6
1
9
1
1
2
352

CCC
American River College
Cerritos College
Citrus College
Clovis Community College
College of the Sequoias
Cuesta College
Diablo Valley College
East Los Angeles College
El Camino College
Fullerton College
Glendale Community College
LA Harbor College
LA Mission College
LA Trade Techical College
LA City College
LA Southwest College
Long Beach City College
Moreno Valley College
Mt. SAC
Pasadena City College
Reedley College
Rio Hondo College
Riverside City College
Sacramento City College
Santa Monica College
West Hills Community College
West Los Angeles College
TOTAL

2
1
39
1
6
2
1
21
20
2
2
1
1
32
5
2
6
1
48
13
56
22
1
1
49
1
3
339

UC
UC Berkeley
UC Davis
UC Irvine
UC Los Angeles
UC Merced
UC Riverside
UC San Diego
UC Santa Barbara
UC Santa Cruz
TOTAL
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6
17
14
18
21
33
2
4
10
125

OTHER
Academy of Art Universtiy
Amherst College
Arizona State University
Azusa Pacific University
Bates College
Biola University
Boston College
Cal Lutheran
Chapman University
Claremont McKenna College
Clarkson University
Columbia University
Darthmouth
Fresno Pacific University
Galen College of Nursing
George Fox University
Grand Canyon University
LA Pacific University
Loyola Marymount
Morgan State University
Mt Saint Mary's College
Northern Arizona University
Northwestern
Occidental College
Oregon State University
Skaagit Valley College
Stanford University
SUNY Albany
UEI
University of Hawaii
University of Iowa
University of La Verne
University of the Pacific
University of the West
USC
Wesleyan University
Whittier
Woodbury University
TOTAL

1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
4
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
3
1
2
10
1
1
1
1
1
1
59

TOTALS Class of 2018, 2019, 2020
CSU
352
35%
CCC
339
34%
UC
125
12%
Other
59
6%
Unknown
135
13%
TOTAL
1010
100%

DE-Bridge CSULA Enrollments and Persistence at CSULA (IPEDS/CSU method) up to Fall 2021
With Comparisons to all CSULA Students
Total CSULA for Comparison
Based on Full-Time First-Time
Freshmen (IPEDS method)

College
Cohort
First Fall after
HS Grad
N

1 to 3 Year CSU Return Rates

1-Yr Return (Fall)
N

Pct

2-Yr Return (Fall)
N

Pct

N

Pct

69.5%
68.0%

2,334
1,769

62.1%
60.4%

2,393
1,841

70.3%
69.2%

2,156
1,659

63.3%
62.3%

1,319
1,050

718
510

21.1%
19.2%

2,037
1,560

59.8%
58.6%

79.9%
79.1%

2,532
1,875

68.9%
67.8%

2,284
1,700

62.1%
61.5%

1,595
1,212

623
429

17.0%
15.5%

2,218
1,641

60.4%
59.4%

2,917
2,169

79.1%
77.6%

2,592
1,917

70.3%
68.6%

2,339
1,724

63.4%
61.7%

1,823
1,366

405
268

11.0%
9.6%

2,228
1,634

2,640
1,870

84.0%
83.4%

2,310
1,634

73.5%
72.9%

2,183
1,554

69.5%
69.3%

1,723
1,247

297
176

9.5%
7.9%

2,020
1,423

Fall 2020 FT FTF Total Students
Fall 2020 FT FTF URM

3,832
3,189

2,801
2,306

73.1%
72.3%

Fall 2019 FT FTF Total Students
Fall 2019 FT FTF URM

3,229
2,616

2,665
2,139

82.5%
81.8%

2,237
1,796

69.3%
68.7%

Fall 2018 FT FTF Total Students
Fall 2018 FT FTF URM

3,758
2,930

3,038
2,325

80.8%
79.4%

2,610
1,993

Fall 2017 FT FTF Total Students
Fall 2017 FT FTF URM

3,405
2,662

2,785
2,157

81.8%
81.0%

Fall 2016 FT FTF Total Students
Fall 2016 FT FTF URM

3,675
2,764

2,937
2,185

Fall 2015 FT FTF Total Students
Fall 2015 FT FTF URM

3,688
2,796

Fall 2014 FT FTF Total Student
Fall 2014 FT FTF URM

3,141
2,242

Mean Persistence for CSU Cohorts above

3-Yr Return (Fall)

4-Year CSU Persistence Rates
5-Yr CSU Persistence Rates
6-Yr CSU Persistence Rates
Graduated
4-Yr
Graduated
Graduated
6-Yr
4-Yr Return before 4th
Grad Total 4-Yr 4-Yr Persist 5-Yr Return before 5th 5-Yr Grad Total 5-Yr
5-Yr Persist 6-Yr Return before 6th Grad Total 6-Yr 6-Yr Persist
Year
Rate Persistence Rate
Year
Rate Persistence Rate
(Fall)
(Fall)
Rate Persistence Rate
(Fall)
Year

F14 to F20 Cohorts

Mean cohort persistence for FT FTF Total Students
Mean cohort persistence FT FTF URM

F14 to F19 Cohorts

80.2%
79.2%

N

N

F14 to F18 Cohorts

70.3%
69.2%

Pct

N

Pct

N

N

Pct

N

546
423

1,586
1,147

43.2%
41.5%

2,132
1,570

58.0%
56.8%

60.4%
58.4%

683
535

1,469
1,047

39.8%
37.4%

2,152
1,582

58.4%
56.6%

64.3%
63.5%

704
520

1,211
814

38.6%
36.3%

1,915
1,334

61.0%
59.5%

F14 to F17 Cohorts

64.1%
63.0%

Pct

N

N

Pct

N

208
169

1,914
1,385

51.9%
49.5%

2,122
1,554

57.5%
55.6%

246
185

1,646
1,135

52.4%
50.6%

1,892
1,320

60.2%
58.9%

F14 to F16 Cohorts

14.6%
13.0%

61.2%
60.0%

Pct

F14 to F15 Cohorts

40.5%
38.4%

59.1%
57.6%

52.2%
50.1%

58.9%
57.2%

DE-Bridge CSULA Enrollments and Persistence at CSULA up to Fall 2021
DE-Bridge Full-Time First-Time
Freshmen at CSULA (IPEDS method)
Selecting Full-Time First-time Freshmen
matriculating after HS graduation

DE-Bridge Class of 2020
DE-Bridge Class of 2019
DE-Bridge Class of 2018
DE-Bridge Class of 2017
DE-Bridge Class of 2016
DE-Bridge Class of 2015
DE-Bridge Class of 2014

(FT FTF) (M-PReP)
(FT FTF) (M-PReP)
(FT FTF) (M-PReP)
(FT FTF)
(FT FTF)
(FT FTF)
(FT FTF)

Mean cohort persistence
Mean student persistence

College
Cohort

First Fall after
HS Grad
N
39
24
42
48
15
6
4

1 to 3 Year CSU Return Rates

1-Yr Return (Fall)
N
Pct
30
76.9%
18
75.0%
34
81.0%
41
85.4%
15
100.0%
4
66.7%
4
100.0%
F14 to F20 Cohorts
83.6%
82.0%

2-Yr Return (Fall)
N
Pct
15
28
35
12
3
4

62.5%
66.7%
72.9%
80.0%
50.0%
100.0%

F14 to F19 Cohorts
72.0%
69.8%

4-Year CSU Persistence Rates

3-Yr Return (Fall)
N
Pct

21
33
11
4
4

50.0%
68.8%
73.3%
66.7%
100.0%

F14 to F18 Cohorts
71.8%
63.5%

Graduated
4-Yr Return before 4th
Year
(Fall)
N
N

16
3
3
4

13
7
0
0

4-Yr
Grad
Rate
Pct

5-Yr CSU Persistence Rates

6-Yr CSU Persistence Rates

Graduated
Graduated
Total 4-Yr 4-Yr Persist 5-Yr Return before 5th 5-Yr Grad Total 5-Yr
5-Yr Persist 6-Yr Return before 6th
Persistence Rate
Year
Year
(Fall)
Rate Persistence Rate
(Fall)
N
Pct
N
N
Pct
N
Pct
N
N

27.1%
46.7%
0.0%
0.0%

F14 to F17 Cohorts
18.4%
27.4%

29
10
3
4

60.4%
66.7%
50.0%
100.0%
69.3%
63.0%

1
2
2

9
1
2

60.0%
16.7%
50.0%

F14 to F16 Cohorts
42.2%
48.0%

Definitions from CSULA Graduation Rate Dashboard
URM: Students identified as African American, American Indian, or Hispanic. 
Excludes students who matriculated in college in subsequent years after HS graduation due to limitations of NSC in identifying them as first-time freshmen vs. transfer in.
IPEDS defines first-time freshmen as first time matriculating in college at any class level. So students who earned college credit while in high school and later matriculated in a college at a higher level than freshmen are still defined as first-time
freshmen. This kind of identification is not possible using NSC, which is one more reason why the methodology here selects students matriculating in college in the first fall term after HS graduation.
As per IPEDS convention, Full-Time only apples to their first term matriculating in college.
CSU Source: "https://tableau.calstate.edu/views/GraduationRatesPopulationPyramidPrototype_liveversion/SummaryOverview?iframeSizedToWindow=true&:embed=y&:display_count=no&:showAppBanner=false&:showVizHome=no"
DE-Bridge Data Sources: Direct College data for those DE-Bridge students retrieved from CSULA, transcript data and NSC reports

10
3
4

66.7%
50.0%
100.0%
72.2%
68.0%

0
0

1
2

6-Yr
Grad
Rate
Pct

Total 6-Yr 6-Yr Persist
Persistence Rate
N
Pct

16.7%
50.0%

F14 to F15 Cohorts
33.3%
30.0%

1
2

16.7%
50.0%
33.3%
30.0%

The last enrollment tracking block for each cohort tracked into Fall 2021
is based primarily on direct data from the partner colleges and NSC, not
transcripts at this point. Furthermore, the cumulative counts of those
earning a degree before each tracking Fall term may be incomplete in NSC
depending on the posting of degrees and reporting schedules at
institutions. NSC data was pulled Nov 11th and final direct data was
received between October 21st to November 11th.

DE-Bridge CSUDH Enrollments and Persistence at CSUDH (IPEDS/CSU method) up to Fall 2021
With Comparisons to all CSUDH Students
Total CSUDH for Comparison

College
Cohort

Based on Full-Time First-Time
Freshmen (IPEDS method)

First Fall after
HS Grad
N

1 to 3 Year CSU Return Rates

1-Yr Return (Fall)
N

Pct

2-Yr Return (Fall)
N

Pct

N

Pct

65.6%
64.7%

1,137
955

57.7%
57.3%

1,094
917

66.9%
66.8%

994
826

60.8%
60.2%

642
533

290
237

17.7%
17.3%

932
770

57.0%
56.1%

77.7%
77.4%

842
695

67.0%
66.9%

750
619

59.7%
59.6%

498
408

219
183

17.4%
17.6%

717
591

57.0%
56.9%

196
157

476
399

37.9%
38.4%

672
556

53.5%
53.5%

1,036
850

81.8%
81.1%

924
758

73.0%
72.3%

828
684

65.4%
65.3%

581
485

200
153

15.8%
14.6%

781
638

61.7%
60.9%

222
193

530
423

41.9%
40.4%

752
616

59.4%
58.8%

80
70

665
545

52.5%
52.0%

745
615

58.8%
58.7%

1,049
864

81.6%
80.6%

899
744

69.9%
69.4%

823
675

64.0%
63.0%

633
529

149
116

11.6%
10.8%

782
645

60.8%
60.2%

264
207

473
395

36.8%
36.8%

737
602

57.3%
56.2%

108
81

611
504

47.5%
47.0%

719
585

55.9%
54.6%

Fall 2020 FT FTF Total Students
Fall 2020 FT FTF URM

2,062
1,805

1,450
1,261

70.3%
69.9%

Fall 2019 FT FTF Total Students
Fall 2019 FT FTF URM

2,414
2,065

1,884
1,615

78.0%
78.2%

1,511
1,285

62.6%
62.2%

Fall 2018 FT FTF Total Students
Fall 2018 FT FTF URM

1,970
1,668

1,513
1,273

76.8%
76.3%

1,292
1,080

Fall 2017 FT FTF Total Students
Fall 2017 FT FTF URM

1,635
1,373

1,279
1,065

78.2%
77.6%

Fall 2016 FT FTF Total Students
Fall 2016 FT FTF URM

1,257
1,039

977
804

Fall 2015 FT FTF Total Students
Fall 2015 FT FTF URM

1,266
1,048

Fall 2014 FT FTF Total Student
Fall 2014 FT FTF URM

1,286
1,072

Mean Persistence for CSUDH Cohorts above

3-Yr Return (Fall)

4-Year CSU Persistence Rates
5-Yr CSU Persistence Rates
6-Yr CSU Persistence Rates
Graduated
4-Yr
Graduated
Graduated
6-Yr
4-Yr Return before 4th
Grad Total 4-Yr 4-Yr Persist 5-Yr Return before 5th 5-Yr Grad Total 5-Yr
5-Yr Persist 6-Yr Return before 6th Grad Total 6-Yr 6-Yr Persist
Year
Rate Persistence Rate
Year
Rate Persistence Rate
(Fall)
(Fall)
Rate Persistence Rate
(Fall)
Year

F14 to F20 Cohorts

Mean cohort persistence for FT FTF Total Students
Mean cohort persistence FT FTF URM

F14 to F19 Cohorts

77.8%
77.3%

N

N

F14 to F18 Cohorts

67.5%
67.1%

Pct

N

Pct

N

N

Pct

F14 to F17 Cohorts

61.5%
61.0%

N

Pct

N

N

F14 to F16 Cohorts

15.6%
15.1%

59.1%
58.5%

Pct

N

Pct

F14 to F15 Cohorts

38.8%
38.5%

56.7%
56.1%

50.0%
49.5%

57.4%
56.6%

DE-Bridge CSUDH Enrollments and Persistence at CSUDH up to Fall 2021
DE-Bridge Full-Time First-Time
Freshmen at CSUDH (IPEDS method)
Selecting Full-Time First-time Freshmen
matriculating after HS graduation

DE-Bridge Class of 2020
DE-Bridge Class of 2019
DE-Bridge Class of 2018
DE-Bridge Class of 2017
DE-Bridge Class of 2016
DE-Bridge Class of 2015
DE-Bridge Class of 2014

(FT FTF) (M-PReP)
(FT FTF) (M-PReP)
(FT FTF) (M-PReP)
(FT FTF)
(FT FTF)
(FT FTF)
(FT FTF)

Mean cohort persistence
Mean student persistence

College
Cohort

First Fall after
HS Grad
N
11
26
22
9
1
0
1

1 to 3 Year CSU Return Rates

1-Yr Return (Fall)
N
Pct
8
72.7%
16
61.5%
15
68.2%
7
77.8%
1
100.0%
1

100.0%

F17 to F20 Cohorts
70.1%
67.6%

2-Yr Return (Fall)
N
Pct

4-Year CSU Persistence Rates

3-Yr Return (Fall)
N
Pct

Graduated
4-Yr Return before 4th
Year
(Fall)
N
N

4-Yr
Grad
Rate
Pct

5-Yr CSU Persistence Rates

6-Yr CSU Persistence Rates

Graduated
Graduated
Total 4-Yr 4-Yr Persist 5-Yr Return before 5th 5-Yr Grad Total 5-Yr
5-Yr Persist 6-Yr Return before 6th
Persistence Rate
Year
Year
(Fall)
Rate Persistence Rate
(Fall)
N
Pct
N
N
Pct
N
Pct
N
N

10
11
5
1

38.5%
50.0%
55.6%
100.0%

10
6
1

45.5%
66.7%
100.0%

4
1

2
0

22.2%
0.0%

6
1

66.7%
100.0%

1

0

0.0%

1

100.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

F17 to F19 Cohorts
48.0%
45.6%

F17 to F18 Cohorts
56.1%
51.6%

F17 Cohort
22.2%
22.2%

66.7%
66.7%

0

0

6-Yr
Grad
Rate
Pct

0.0%

Total 6-Yr 6-Yr Persist
Persistence Rate
N
Pct

0
0

0.0%

The last enrollment tracking block for each cohort tracked into Fall 2021 is based primarily on direct data from
the partner colleges and NSC, not transcripts at this point. Furthermore, the cumulative counts of those
earning a degree before each tracking Fall term may be incomplete in NSC depending on the posting of degrees
and reporting schedules at institutions. NSC data was pulled Nov 11th and final direct data was received
between October 21st to November 11th.

Definitions from CSUDH Graduation Rate Dashboard
URM: Students identified as African American, American Indian, or Hispanic. 
Excludes students who matriculated in college in subsequent years after HS graduation due to limitations of NSC in identifying them as first-time freshmen vs. transfer in.
IPEDS defines first-time freshmen as first time matriculating in college at any class level. So students who earned college credit while in high school and later matriculated in a college at a higher level than freshmen are still defined as first-time freshmen. This kind of
identification is not possible using NSC, which is one more reason why the methodology here selects students matriculating in college in the first fall term after HS graduation.
As per IPEDS convention, Full-Time only apples to their first term matriculating in college.
CSU Source: "https://tableau.calstate.edu/views/GraduationRatesPopulationPyramidPrototype_liveversion/SummaryOverview?iframeSizedToWindow=true&:embed=y&:display_count=no&:showAppBanner=false&:showVizHome=no"
DE-Bridge Data Sources: Direct College data for those DE-Bridge students retrieved from CSUDH, transcript data and NSC reports

Persistence and Completion at Reedley College to Fall 2021

DE-Bridge Class of 2020 Attending Reedley College
Selecting all DE-Bridge freshmen matriculating after HS graduation in 2020
Enrolled Full-Time
Enrolled Part-Time
Enrl status unknown
Total

DE-Bridge Class of 2019 Attending Reedley College
Selecting all DE-Bridge freshmen matriculating after HS graduation in 2019
Enrolled Full-Time
Enrolled Part-Time
Enrl status unknown
Total

Contiinued from above class of 2019

Enrolled Fall
2020

Continued at any College in Fall 2021

At Reedley Return Rate
19
16
84%
5
1
20%
0
24
17
71%

Enrolled Fall
2019
26
0
0
26

Other CCC 4 Yr College
1
0
1
2

0

Totals
17
2
0
19

Cont Rate at Earned CCC Deg Unduplicated Total 1any college
before Fall 2021
Year Persistence
89%

79%

0

0%

19

79%

Continued at any College in Fall 2020
At Reedley Return Rate
23
88%
0

Other CCC 4 Yr College
1
0

Cont Rate at Earned CCC Deg Unduplicated Total 1any college
before Fall 2020
Year Persistence
92%

Totals
24
0
0
96%
23
88%
1
0
24
92%
2
8%
25
One Student earned a degree at Reedley College before Fall 2020 and continued enrolling in Fall 2020.
Degree was "Dental Assisting."
Both earned their degree at Reedley
Continued at any College in Fall 2021

Cont Rate at
Earned CCC Deg Unduplicated Total 2At Reedley Return Rate Other CCC 4 Yr College
Totals any college
Year Persistence
69% before Fall 2021
7
27%
5
6
18
0
0
0
0
7
27%
5
6
18
69%
13
50%
20
77%
Eleven students earned a degree at Reedley College before Fall 2021 and continued enrolling in Fall 2021.
Agriculture Animal Science (1)
Communication Studies (1)
Dental Assisting (1)
Elementary Teacher Education (1)
Honors Program (2)
RC CSU-GE Breadth (5)

Unduplicated Total 1-Year
Completion (Earned a
degree or cert or enrl at
4yr)
0

0%

Unduplicated Total 1-Year
Completion (Earned a
degree or cert or enrl at
4yr)
2

8%

Unduplicated Total 2-Year
Completion (Earned a
degree or cert or enrl at
4yr)
13

50%

No students transferred
out to a 4-Yr without
completing at Reedley

Dual Enrollment Bridge (DE-Bridge) 4-Year College Enrollments and Persistence at Any College up to Fall 2021
At Any 4-Year College
DE-Bridge Students at any 4-Year
College3
Selecting all freshmen matriculating after
HS graduation1 since full-time status is
often missing from NSC and NSC doesn't
indicate first-time college student for
those first enrolling in later years.
DE-B Class of 2020 (All Freshman) (M-PReP)
DE-B Class of 2019 (All Freshmen) (M-PReP)
DE-B Class of 2018 (All Freshmen) (M-PReP)
DE-B Class of 2017 (All Freshmen)
DE-B Class of 2016 (All Freshmen)
DE-B Class of 2015 (All Freshmen)
DE-B Class of 2014 (All Freshmen)

Any 4-Year
College
Cohort
First Fall after
HS Grad

N

202
220
159
125
38
19
10

1 to 3 Year Continuation Rates at any 4-Year
1-Yr Return (Fall)

N
156
178
122
97
33
15
10

N

Pct

152
105
84
29
14
9

69.1%
66.0%
67.2%
76.3%
73.7%
90.0%

N

Pct
90
86
29
14
9

N

56.6%
68.8%
76.3%
73.7%
90.0%

N

35
15
9
6

DE-B Full-Time2 Students at any 4- Any 4-Year
Year College3 (IPEDS method)
College
Cohort

Selecting Full-Time Freshmen matriculating First Fall after
after HS graduation1 where data is
HS Grad
available for full-time status in first term
matriculated.
N
187
DE-B Class of 2020 (FT FTF) (M-PReP)
DE-B Class of 2019 (FT FTF) (M-PReP)
198
DE-B Class of 2018 (FT FTF) (M-PReP)
137
DE-B Class of 2017 (FT FTF)
120
DE-B Class of 2016 (FT FTF)
34
DE-B Class of 2015 (FT FTF)
18
DE-B Class of 2014 (FT FTF)
10

Pct

41
12
3
1

F14 to F20 Cohorts F14 to F19 Cohorts F14 to F18 Cohorts
82.6%
73.7%
73.1%
79.0%
68.8%
65.0%

Mean cohort persistence
Mean student persistence

Mean cohort persistence
Mean student persistence

Pct
77.2%
80.9%
76.7%
77.6%
86.8%
78.9%
100.0%

2-Yr Return (Fall)

4-Year Persistence Rates at any 4-Year
5-Yr Persistence Rates at any 4-Year
Graduated 4-Yr
Graduated 5-Yr
4-Yr Return before 4th Grad Total 4-Yr
4-Yr Persist 5-Yr Return before 5th Grad Total 5-Yr
5-Yr Persist
3-Yr Return (Fall)
(Fall)
Year
Rate Persistence Rate
(Fall)
Year
Rate Persistence Rate

N

32.8%
31.6%
15.8%
10.0%

Pct

76
27
12
7

F14 to F17 Cohorts
22.5%
29.7%

N

60.8%
71.1%
63.2%
70.0%

N

6
3
2

Pct

N

20 52.6%
8 42.1%
5 50.0%

Pct

26
11
7

F14 to F16 Cohorts
48.2%
49.3%

66.3%
63.5%

N
145
163
108
94
31
15
10

Pct
77.5%
82.3%
78.8%
78.3%
91.2%
83.3%
100.0%

2-Yr Return (Fall)
N

Pct

140
94
81
27
14
9

70.7%
68.6%
67.5%
79.4%
77.8%
90.0%

Pct
80
82
25
14
9

58.4%
68.3%
73.5%
77.8%
90.0%

F14 to F19 Cohorts F14 to F18 Cohorts F14 to F17 Cohorts
84.5%
75.7%
73.6%
80.4%
70.6%
65.8%

N

N

35
12
9
6

Pct

38
12
3
1

31.7%
35.3%
16.7%
10.0%

F14 to F16 Cohorts
23.4%
29.7%

N

Pct

73
24
12
7

60.8%
70.6%
66.7%
70.0%

67.0%
63.7%

N

N

5
3
2

Pct

19 55.9%
8 44.4%
5 50.0%
F14to F15 Cohorts
50.1%
51.6%

N

0
0

N

Pct

24
11
7

70.6%
61.1%
70.0%

67.2%
67.7%

Pct

10
7

N

52.6%
70.0%

Pct

10
7

F14 to F15 Cohorts
61.3%
58.6%

65.4%
65.7%

4-Year Persistence Rates at any 4-Year
5-Yr Persistence Rates at any 4-Year
Graduated 4-Yr
Graduated 5-Yr
4-Yr Return before 4th Grad Total 4-Yr
4-Yr Persist 5-Yr Return before 5th Grad Total 5-Yr
5-Yr Persist
3-Yr Return (Fall)
(Fall)
Year
Rate Persistence Rate
(Fall)
Year
Rate Persistence Rate
N

6-Yr Persistence Rates at any 4-Year
Graduate
Total 6-Yr 6-Yr
d before 6-Yr Grad Persisten Persist
6th Year
Rate
ce
Rate

N

68.4%
57.9%
70.0%

1 to 3 Year Continuation Rates at any 4-Year
1-Yr Return (Fall)

6-Yr
Return
(Fall)

6-Yr
Return
(Fall)

52.6%
70.0%

61.3%
58.6%

6-Yr Persistence Rates at any 4-Year
Graduate
Total 6-Yr 6-Yr
d before 6-Yr Grad Persisten Persist
6th Year
Rate
ce
Rate

N

N

0
0

Pct

10
7

55.6%
70.0%
F14 Cohort
62.8%
60.7%

N

Pct

10
7

55.6%
70.0%

62.8%
60.7%

The last enrollment tracking block for each cohort tracked into Fall 2021 is
Excludes students who matriculated in college in subsequent years after HS graduation due to limitations of NSC in identifying them as first-time freshmen vs. transfer in.
based primarily on direct data from the partner colleges and NSC, not
IPEDS defines first-time freshmen as first time matriculating in college at any class level. So students who earned college credit while in high school and later matriculated in a college at a higher level than freshmen
transcripts at this point. Furthermore, the cumulative counts of those earning a
are still defined as first-time freshmen. This kind of identification is not possible using NSC, which is one more reason why the methodology here selects students matriculating in college in the first fall term after HS
degree before each tracking Fall term may be incomplete in NSC depending on
graduation.
the posting of degrees and reporting schedules at institutions. NSC data was
pulled Nov 11th and final direct data was received between October 21st to
3
Excludes counts for term enrollments where college system is unknown, identifying a 4-Year college. These are enrollments based on just transcripts where college was not coded by term.
November 11th.
DE-Bridge Data Sources: Direct College data, transcript data and NSC reports
1

Dual Enrollment Bridge (DE-Bridge) 2-Year College Enrollments and Persistence at Any College up to Fall 2021
At Any 2-Year College
`

DE-Bridge Students at 2-Year Colleges
Selecting all freshmen matriculating after HS

graduation3 since full-time status is often missing from
NSC and NSC doesn't indicate first-time college student
for those first enrolling in later years.
DE-Bridge Class of 2020 (All Freshmen) (M-PReP)
DE-Bridge Class of 2019 (All Freshmen) (M-PReP)
DE-Bridge Class of 2018 (All Freshmen) (M-PReP)
DE-Bridge Class of 2017 (All Freshmen)
DE-Bridge Class of 2016 (All Freshmen)
DE-Bridge Class of 2015 (All Freshmen)
DE-Bridge Class of 2014 (All Freshmen)
Mean cohort persistence
Mean student persistence

2-Yr
College
Cohort
First Fall
after HS
Grad
N
112
136
55
29
13
4
10

1 Year Continuation Rates at any College

2 Year Persistence at any College

1 Year Continuation
2 Year Continuation at 2 Year Continuation at
at any 2-Year College 1 Year Continuation at Total continuation at any
any 2-Year College
any 4-Year College
any 4-Year College (Fall)
college (not a sum1)
(Fall)
(Fall)
(Fall)
N
75
106
38
20
10
4
8

Pct
67.0%
77.9%
69.1%
69.0%
76.9%
100.0%
80.0%
77.1%
72.7%

N
2
1
0
2
0
0
0

Pct
1.8%
0.7%
0.0%
6.9%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.3%
1.4%

N
77
108
38
22
10
4
8

N

Pct
68.8%
79.4%
69.1%
75.9%
76.9%
100.0%
80.0%
78.6%
74.4%

Pct
58
26
18
10
4
6

N

42.6%
47.3%
62.1%
76.9%
100.0%
60.0%
64.8%
49.4%

Pct
22
4
3
0
0
1

16.2%
7.3%
10.3%
0.0%
0.0%
10.0%
7.3%
12.1%

Total 2 Year
Continuation at any

college (not a sum1)
N

Pct
80
30
21
10
4
7

3 Year Persistence at any College

Graduated with in 2
Years at any CCC
(before Fall)
N

58.8%
54.5%
72.4%
76.9%
100.0%
70.0%
72.1%
61.5%

Pct
25
5
0
0
0
0

Total 2 Year
3 Year Continuation at 3 Year Continuation
Persistence at any
any 2-Year College
at any 4-Year College
College2
(Fall)
(Fall)
Undup.

18.4%
9.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
4.6%
12.1%

83
31
21
10
4
8

Pct

N

61.0%
56.4%
72.4%
76.9%
100.0%
80.0%
74.5%
63.6%

Pct

13
7
7
3
3

4 Year Persistence at any College
Total 4 Year Continuation
4 Year Continuation
at any college (not a
at any 2-Year College 4 Year Continuation at
any 4-Year College (Fall)
sum1)
(Fall)
DE-Bridge Class of 2020 (All Freshmen) (M-PReP)
DE-Bridge Class of 2019 (All Freshmen) (M-PReP)
DE-Bridge Class of 2018 (All Freshmen) (M-PReP)
DE-Bridge Class of 2017 (All Freshmen)
DE-Bridge Class of 2016 (All Freshmen)
DE-Bridge Class of 2015 (All Freshmen)
DE-Bridge Class of 2014 (All Freshmen)
Mean cohort persistence
Mean student persistence

N

Pct

10

5
2
0

34.5%
38.5%
50.0%
0.0%
30.7%
30.4%

N

Pct

8
3
2
2

27.6%
23.1%
50.0%
20.0%
30.2%
26.8%

N

18
8
4
2

N

62.1%
61.5%
100.0%
20.0%
60.9%
57.1%

Pct

7
3
2
1

23.6%
24.1%
53.8%
75.0%
30.0%
41.3%
29.7%

Pct

11
7
3
0
2

N

20.0%
24.1%
23.1%
0.0%
20.0%
17.4%
20.7%

Pct

24
14
10
3
5

43.6%
48.3%
76.9%
75.0%
50.0%
58.8%
50.5%

Graduated with in 3
Years at any CCC (before
Fall)
N

Pct

13
5
2
0
1

23.6%
17.2%
15.4%
0.0%
10.0%
13.3%
18.9%

5 Year Persistence at any College

Graduated with in 4
Years at any CCC
(before Fall)

Pct

N

Total 3 Year
Continuation at any

college (not a sum1)

Graduated with in 4
Years at any 4-Year
(before Fall)
N

24.1%
23.1%
50.0%
10.0%
26.8%
23.2%

Pct

0
0
0
0

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Total 4 Year
Persistence at any
College2

Undup.

18
8
4
2

Pct

62.1%
61.5%
100.0%
20.0%
60.9%
57.1%

5 Year
5 Year Continuation at Continuation at any
any 2-Year College
4-Year College
(Fall)
(Fall)
N

Pct

1
1
1

7.7%
25.0%
10.0%
14.2%
11.1%

N

Pct

1
2
1

7.7%
50.0%
10.0%
22.6%
14.8%

Total 5 Year
Continuation at any

college (not a sum1)
N

Graduated with in 5
Years at any CCC
(before Fall)

Pct

2
3
2

15.4%
75.0%
20.0%
36.8%
25.9%

N

Pct

4
2
2

30.8%
50.0%
20.0%
33.6%
29.6%

Graduated with in 5
Years at any 4-Year
(before Fall)
N

Pct

3
0
0

23.1%
0.0%
0.0%
7.7%
11.1%

Total 5 Year Persistence
at any College2

Undup.

Pct

5
3
3

38.5%
75.0%
30.0%
47.8%
40.7%

6 Year Persistence at any College
Total 6 Year Continuation
6 Year Continuation
at any college (not a
at any 2-Year College 6 Year Continuation at
any 4-Year College (Fall)
sum1)
(Fall)
N
Pct
N
Pct
N
Pct
DE-Bridge Class of 2020 (All Freshmen) (M-PReP)
DE-Bridge Class of 2019 (All Freshmen) (M-PReP)
DE-Bridge Class of 2018 (All Freshmen) (M-PReP)
DE-Bridge Class of 2017 (All Freshmen)
DE-Bridge Class of 2016 (All Freshmen)
DE-Bridge Class of 2015 (All Freshmen)
DE-Bridge Class of 2014 (All Freshmen)
Mean cohort persistence
Mean student persistence

0
1

0.0%
10.0%
5.0%
7.1%

2
0

50.0%
0.0%
25.0%
14.3%

2
1

Graduated with in 6
Years at any CCC
(before Fall)
N
Pct

50.0%
10.0%
30.0%
21.4%

3
2

Graduated with in 6
Years at any 4-Year
(before Fall)
N
Pct

75.0%
20.0%
47.5%
35.7%

1
1

25.0%
10.0%
17.5%
14.3%

Total 6 Year
Persistence at any

College2
Undup.
Pct

3
3

The last enrollment tracking block for each cohort tracked into Fall 2021 is based primarily on direct data from the partner colleges
and NSC, not transcripts at this point. Furthermore, the cumulative counts of those earning a degree before each tracking Fall term
may be incomplete in NSC depending on the posting of degrees and reporting schedules at institutions. NSC data was pulled Nov 11th
and final direct data was received between October 21st to November 11th.

75.0%
30.0%
52.5%
42.9%

Graduated at 2-Yr college includes any GE certification for transfer, Associates for transfer, Associates degree or certificate program. Many students get more than one in the same term.
1
2

In some cases this may include continuation at college not identified, therefore not knowing if it is a 2-year or 4-year college.
Total persistence may not add up to the sum of continuing and graduating a 2-year college since some students graduated from a 2-year college before the given fall tracking term and then enrolled in a 2-Yr again or 4-year college in the given fall tracking term, still counting as one persister.
For 2018 cohort's two year persistence, three out of the five students graduating with a 2Yr also enrolled in a 4yr
Examples For 2018 cohort's two year persistence, one of the five students graduating with a 2Yr also enrolled in a 2yr
Therefore the total count is not duplicated for those 4 (30 continued + 5 grad = 31 total)
Students who earned a degree at a 2Yr and also at a 4Yr are only counted once in total tracking.

3

For 2017 cohort's 3Yr Persistence, one student graduated from a 2Yr in Spr 2020 and continued at a 2Yr in Fall 2020
For 2017 cohort's 3Yr Persistence, two students graduated from a 2Yr in Spr20 and continued at a 4Yr in F20
Therefore the total count is not duplicated for those 4 (14 continued + 5 grad = 16 total)
For the 4 yr persistence all seven who graduated at a 2Yr before the given term (F21) continued that term at a 2Yr or enrolled at a 4Yr.
Therefore the total count is not duplicated for those 7 (18 continued + 7 grad = 18 total)

IPEDS defines first-time freshmen as first time matriculating in college at any class level. So students who earned college credit while in high school and later matriculated in a college at a higher level than freshmen are still defined as first-time freshmen. This kind of identification is not possible using NSC, which is one more reason why the methodology here selects
students matriculating in college in the first fall term after HS graduation.

Total 3 Year
Persistence at any
College2

Undup.

25
16
10
3
5

Pct

45.5%
55.2%
76.9%
75.0%
50.0%
60.5%
53.2%

Rubric for Observation of Collaboration Quality
Developed specifically for College Bridge’s M-PReP
Observer:

Date of Observation:

School/Location:
Time of Observation:
Description of Context: (include purpose of gathering, number of participants, etc.):
Instructions: During observation, choose a score for each area and tabulate for each category. If the category does not apply, write in N/A. Add any additional
notes relevant to the category and/or score in the space below each grid.
SHARED UNDERSTANDING
Present or full implementation
2
PURPOSE
2

1

0

2

1

0

GOALS

OUTCOME
2

1

0

2

1

0

EXPECTATIONS

NORMS
2

1

TOTAL

0

Some presence or implementation
1

Little to no presence or implementation
0

The purpose of the meeting has been stated or
presented and all group members are aware.

The purpose of the meeting has been shared in
some format but not all members appear aware.

The purpose of the meeting was not shared in any
form with the group and members were not aware.

The expected goals of the meeting have been
explicitly stated or presented. All members are
aware of the goals.

The expected goals of the meeting are implied or
shared indirectly. Some members appear to be
aware of the goals.

The expected goals of the meeting were not
shared in any form and members are not aware of
the goals.

The goals of the meeting were achieved and
discussion of next steps took place.

Some of the goals of the meeting were achieved
and there was an attempt to address next steps.

The goals of the meeting were not achieved and
subsequent action was not addressed.

All group members appear to understand their
roles (and others’ roles) in the meeting and what is
expected of them.

Some group members do not appear to
understand their roles and what is expected of
them.

Roles and expectations within the group are
unclear and/or confusing.

All group members follow norms for appropriate
behavior within the meeting (including mutual
respect and attention).

Most group members follow norms for appropriate
behavior within the meeting.

Norms do not appear to have been established as
group members are inconsistent in their behavior
or exhibit inappropriate meeting behavior.

Additional notes/comments:

______________
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Rubric for Observation of Collaboration Quality
Developed specifically for College Bridge’s M-PReP
DECISION-MAKING/ACTION

LEADERSHIP
2

1

1

0

INTENT
2

1

1

0

ENGAGEMENT
2

1

Little to no presence or implementation
0

A process for group leadership and/or facilitation
is purposefully determined.

A process for group leadership and/or facilitation
is determined.

The group does not have a process for leadership
and/or facilitation.

The process for making decisions is transparent
and adhered to. Decisions are most often made
by consensus.

The process for making decisions is informal.
Some decisions are made by consensus.

A decision-making process does not exist or is not
transparent. Decisions are rarely made by
consensus.

Decisions are directly related to the content of the
meeting.

Decisions are tangentially related to the content
of the meeting.

Decisions are not made or do not relate to the
content of the meeting.

The group discusses and employs strategies to
improve/inform practice, including innovative
strategies.

Most of the group discusses and employs
strategies to improve/inform practice.

Strategies to improve/inform practice are not
discussed or employed as a group.

All group members are actively and collectively
engaged in the decision-making process.

Some group members are actively engaged in
the decision-making process.

Engagement is inconsistent and/or non-existent in
the decision-making process.

0

STRATEGIES
2

Some presence or implementation
1

0

PROCESS
2

Present or full implementation
2

0

TOTAL

Additional notes/comments:

______________
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Rubric for Observation of Collaboration Quality
Developed specifically for College Bridge’s M-PReP
COMMUNICATION/DIALOGUE
Present or full implementation
2
AGENDA
2

1

1

1

1

0

RECORD
2

1

A written agenda for group meeting exists.

There is no agenda (pre-planned/written) for
group meeting.

Group communication/dialogue is guided and
structured.

Occasionally, the process for group
communication/dialogue is structured.

Group communication/dialogue is improvisational
and unstructured.

Members participate equally in dialogue – no
hibernators or dominators

Most members contribute to the dialogue – some
hibernators or dominators

Dialogue participation is not equal – certain
members hibernate or dominate.

Professional tension exists, and disagreements
are resolved "now" or as close to now as
possible.
(IF NO TENSION EXISTS, WRITE N/A)

Professional tension exists, disagreements are
sometimes addressed and/or may go at times
unresolved.

Controversy and disagreements are not
addressed or go unresolved.

A thoughtful, thorough and accurate account of
group dialogue, decisions, and intended actions is
recorded and accessible to all members.

A record of group dialogue, decisions, and
intended actions exists.

There is no record of group dialogue, decisions
and intended actions.

0

RESOLUTION
2

Agenda for group meeting is pre-planned, written,
and distributed.

0

EQUITABLE
2

Little to no presence or implementation
0

0

STRUCTURE
2

Some presence or implementation
1

0

TOTAL

Additional notes/comments:

______________
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Rubric for Observation of Collaboration Quality
Developed specifically for College Bridge’s M-PReP
EVALUATION
Present or full implementation
2

ANALYSIS
2

1

0

FINDINGS
2

1

1

1

All group members actively review and/or
analyze data to inform practice, activities, and
strategies.

Group members review data to inform practice,
activities, and strategies.

Data is not reviewed by the group to inform
practice, activities, and strategies.

Evaluation data and findings are actively shared
within the group.

Evaluation data and findings are sometimes
shared within the group.

Evaluation data and findings are not shared within
the group.

The group uses systematically collected data to
evaluate the merit of practices and strategies.

The group sometimes uses anecdotes or
recollections to evaluate the merit of practices
and strategies.

The group only uses anecdotes or recollections
to evaluate the merit of practices and strategies.

Group members regularly share individual
experiences with strategies, assessments, etc. to
stimulate discussion and feedback.

Group members sometimes share individual
experiences with strategies, assessments, etc. to
stimulate discussion and feedback.

Individual experiences with strategies,
assessments, etc. are not shared.

0

FEEDBACK
2

Little to no presence or implementation
0

0

DATA USE
2

Some presence or implementation
1

0

TOTAL

Additional notes/comments:

______________
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Rubric for Observation of Collaboration Quality
Developed specifically for College Bridge’s M-PReP
STRUCTURE
Present or full implementation
2
ENVIRONMENT
2

1

0

VENTING
2

1

0

SUCCESSES
2

1

0

ATTENDANCE
2

1

0

TIME
2

1

0

TOTAL

Some presence or implementation
1

Little to no presence or implementation
0

The meeting environment is non-judgmental and
confidentiality is understood.

Some members have indicated concern about
judgment or confidentiality.

The environment appears largely judgmental
and/or lack confidentiality.

Meeting time is not utilized to vent outside or
unrelated school concerns.

Some meeting time is utilized to vent outside or
unrelated school concerns.

Much or all of the meeting time is utilized to vent
outside or unrelated school concerns.

The group makes time to celebrate group and
student successes.

The group acknowledges some group and
student successes.

The group does not celebrate or acknowledge
any group or student successes.

All members of the group are in attendance for
the entire meeting.

Some members of the group are absent or in
attendance for most of the meeting.

Several members are absent or are coming and
going throughout the meeting.

The time for the meeting was managed effectively
to address all agenda items.

The time for the meeting was managed to
address most of the agenda items.

There was little time management and many of
the agenda items were not covered.

Additional notes/comments:

______________
If applicable, please use back of page to add notes on content or debrief.
The Rubric for Observation of Collaboration Quality was developed specifically for use with M-PReP for assessing the quality and level of collaboration within established
Communities of Practice (CoP). The components of the rubric are derived from the evaluation literature and research on effective collaborations (Gajda & Koliba, 2007; Woodland &
Hutton, 2012).

References:

Gadja, R. & Koliba, C. (2007). Evaluating the imperative of intraorganizational collaboration: A school improvement perspective.
American Journal of Evaluation, (28), 26-44.
Woodland, R. H. & Hutton, M. S. (2012). Evaluating organizational collaborations. Suggested entry points and strategies.
American Journal of Evaluation, (33), 366-383.
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SUCCESS STORY: DINUBA HIGH SCHOOL

Collaborating
Towards A
Common Goal:
The Math Pipeline Readiness Project (M-PReP)

Background
How did students at a rural high
school in Central California not
only acquire the necessary skills
to become college ready, but also
pass college-level math classes,
all in the span of their senior year?
Raising the bar was key. The real
magic happened, however, as
everyone banded together — from
teachers and counselors to leadership
and administration — propelling the
project to long-term success.
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In early 2018, a team from College
Bridge set off to California’s Central
Valley to find new K–16 partners for a
longitudinal college readiness project:
The Math Pipeline Readiness Project
(M-PReP). Focused on rural communities,
M-PReP was the expansion of a previous
project that had great outcomes in
urban schools in Los Angeles. We were
seeking high schools interested in
improving college readiness metrics,
specifically in mathematics.
The major metrics for the project were
11th grade state test scores, pass rates
for college-level math classes, and,
ultimately, college persistence. In our
search we were looking for schools that
served minority, low-income students
who were performing below state
averages on our selected metrics.

1

Setting
Dinuba is a small city in California’s Central Valley. Located in the heart of the
San Joaquin Valley in Tulare County, Dinuba is located about 180 miles north
of Los Angeles and 200 miles south of San Francisco.
Tulare County is the second-leading producer of agricultural commodities in
the United States, with Dinuba producing 40% of the world’s raisins. Of the
approximately 25,000 residents, 86% are Hispanic or Latino and 26%
live below the poverty line. The major employers are in agriculture and at
distribution centers.

Challenge

15%

Dinuba High School is the only high school in the Dinuba
Unified School District. In 2018 the school served 1,988
students, of which 82% were socioeconomically disadvantaged
and 93% Latinx. Their data from the previous year showed
15% of 11th graders meeting or exceeding standards on the
state test compared to 38% statewide. According to the state
dashboard, 65% of graduating students at Dinuba were
prepared for college.

11TH GRADERS
MEETING STANDARDS

The AP math program consisted of two small sections resulting
in few, if any, students passing the AP exam and earning
college credit. Students fed into Reedley College, which had
77% of students placed in remedial courses and only 39% of
those completing a degree, certificate, or university transfer.
Based on the data, Dinuba and Reedley were a perfect fit for
the project.

65%
GRADUATING STUDENTS
PREPARED FOR COLLEGE

77%
High School
Students

© 2021 College Bridge

39%
Placed in
Remedial Courses

Completing a
degree, certificate or
university transfer.

2

The project launched in the 2018–19 school year with
three essential components supporting its success.
First, a math professor at
Reedley College was eager
to collaborate with his high
school counterparts.

Second, both the site and
district leadership shared a
vision for the project.

The plan utilized dual-enrollment with support as an
intervention strategy. Counselors pulled up course data
and student data. Math teachers and professors chimed in
on course readiness, and administrators presented course
sequencing options. Together they developed a multiyear plan that identified the ideal students and teachers
for the project.

Third, the entire math and
counseling departments
were included in the
project’s development.

The goal for the first year was to target non-STEM–bound
students by offering a pre-statistics course followed by a
college transfer-level statistics course. So many students
applied that two sections were offered. In year two the plan
was to extend the program to include a college algebra
and trigonometry STEM pathway. Adding calculus was the
plan for year three.

Results
In the 2018–19 school year, 29% of 11th graders met or
exceeded standards on the state test, an increase of
11 percentage points from the previous year. Of the high
school seniors, 60 participated in the dual-enrollment
course and 98% passed. Additionally, 79% of seniors
were prepared for college, an increase of 12 percentage
points from the previous year.
In the 2019–20 school year, the STEM pathway was
added, creating three separate pathways for students
to earn college math credit. Of the 71 students who
participated, 94% earned college math credit. The

college readiness rate increased to 81%. No other
data was available, as exams were cancelled due to
COVID-19.
Despite the pandemic, calculus was added in 2020–21
with 22 students and a 100% pass rate. Overall, nearly
one-third of Dinuba’s seniors participated in dualenrollment, with 85% earning college credit.
Of the students in the 2018–19 cohort, 22 had
matriculated to community college and 89%
were persisting.

29%

81%

11TH GRADERS
MEETING STANDARDS

GRADUATING STUDENTS
PREPARED FOR COLLEGE
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SENIORS PARTICIPATING
IN DUAL-ENROLLMENT

3

4 KEYS TO SUCCESS

In addition to the
shared decisionmaking, we credit
Dinuba’s success to
the following:

First, the dedicated math coach continually looked at the big picture and led
the department toward a common goal.
Second, the collaboration between teachers and counselors kept everyone
focused on shared student outcomes.
Third, leadership actively involved and supported both teachers and
counselors throughout the project.
And fourth, everyone put the students first and focused on how to best
prepare them for the next phase of their academic journey.

Request a consultation
We are always looking for new partners who share our passion for improving educational
outcomes for underrepresented students. Contact us to start the conversation.

(310) 903-8022
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info@college-bridge.org

college-bridge.org

4

Month

Lesson Title

Student Learning Outcomes

August

Introduction to College Counseling Support

Students will be able to use resources provided to begin preparing for the college application process.

October

#1 College Applications - Part 1

Students will be able to

correctly list dual enrollment course information on all college applications.

successfully complete CSU application, if applicable.

#2 College Applications - Part 2

Students will be able to successfully complete UC and other applications, if applicable.

December

Financial Aid

Students will be able to explain the benefits of receiving a Cal Grant, Pell Grant and/or College Promise Grant.

April

#1 Final College Selection

Students will be able to compare and contrast offers of financial aid.

#2 SIR Process & Next Steps

Students will be able to explain reasoning behind final choice for college of attendance selection.

#1 General Education and
College Graduation Requirements

Students will be able to:

explain the difference between courses required for the major and for general education.

identify how DE-Bridge course fits into their college degree requirements.

submit DE-Bridge course transcript to chosen college of attendance.

#2 College Student Portal

Students will be able to:

demonstrate ability to use college student portal.

identify items needing completion prior to matriculation in college student portal.

demonstrate ability to use online college course schedule.

#3 The Logistics of College

Students will be able to identify nonacademic needs that will ensure college success.

#4 Student Support Services

Students will be able to

explain the Student Services resources available on their college campus.

identify at least one Student Services Resource they plan to use during First Semester.

identify at least one high school counselor resource available during summer months before college
matriculation.

May
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